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Artists Ignite Flames at Spit Fire: Round II
meI your arms are open Wl'de. "
Contributing Writer
This hook was incorporated with her
spoken piece. Gilliam said it is her past
More than 70 people flocked to the experiences that inspire her to write.
"I've seen a lot of people get hurt by
already packed Punch Out last Friday
night to witness the second coming of different situations.. .! want to let them
the spirit-filled poetry cipher titled Spit know that there is still hope out there."
Gilliam said. She further explores the
Fire: Round II.
The dim lighting, anxious poets, heart and other topics on her CD titled
topped off with the added aroma of fried Past to Present.
foods created the atmosphere for the
The featured poet of the evening,
extraordinary event that was to take Komplex, performed several pieces with
place. The cipher was hosted by Olu strong social and political themes. The
Burrell and the featur.ed poet of the night crowd snapped their fingers and cheered
was Komplex.
as he recited the hook to his opening
Divine lyrics and testimonies are poem, "Heaven In View," which audisome of the key elements that make ence members later discover was talking
Spit Fire stand out from some of the about the HIV virus.
Komplex is a full time spoken word
other ciphers on campus. Spit Fire is the
creation of the Tom Skinner Campus and hip-hop artist from Brooklyn, N.Y.
During a brief interview, Komplex spoke
Ministry.
Headed by senior finance major about the importance of the spoken word
Carious Price, who is also the assistant movement among our generation.
chaplain, Spit Fire was something that
"The spoken word movement is to
this ministry thought was very much return people to intelligent ait," Komplex
needed on campus.
said. "Spoken word as an art form does
"We believe that people have some not reach out and grab you; it's somepolitically correct and politically incor- thing that you have to reach for to underrect views about what's going on in our stand."
society," Price said. "Students have a
Other poets that graced the micropassion about their spirituality, a pas- phone included the very energetic and
sion about life and that fire represents animated, Broke Baller a.k.a. Snoopy,
the passion." Unlike other open mies, who is a familiar face on the poetry scene
poets who perform at Spit Fire niust here at Howard University.
Snoopy is a Howard graduate
keep it clean.
"We provide them with a venue to and was also the host of the Illpoets.
com poetry cipher that was held in the
express themselves," Price said.
The first lyricist to take the stage Blackburn reading lounge at the end of
was the singer/poet Lisa Gilliam. Words the fall semester. Ill Poets consists of
of a love lost danced off her tongue with mostly all Howard graduates. They have
a cadence so strong that her piece could recently released a spoken word album.
have been mistaken for a rap track. Her
Out of the many student poets who
poem depicts the journey of a broken performed among the seasoned artheart that is turned around by her faith ists like Gilliam, Snoopy and Komplex,
in God. She soulfully sang, "I'm running
See SPIT FIRE, News A3
back to you/ I see you standing there for
BY JENEA ROBINSON
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Sponsored by t he Tom Skinner Campus Ministry, Spit Fire: Round II was a
poetry cipher held last Friday that showcased artists s uch as Komplex.
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BY STACEY GATES

Boasting the feat of having the number one radio
station in the nth largest
radio market in the country
is no small accomplishment,
especially for a city that likes
its radio personalities to be
southern fried and home
grown. But seven years later,
radio personality Frank Ski
came to Atlanta, and did what
most deemed impossible.
"This business will allow
you to do whatever you want
to do," Ski said during a recent
visit to Howard University,
hosted by the Department of
Radio, Television and Film
and the Georgia Club.
Surely, the business has
allowed Ski many opportunities within the city, especially
a helping hand in exposing
the city's popular culture to a
larger and more diverse audience.
After the break-up of V103's beloved morning show
team Mike Roberts and Carol
Blackmon, listeners were anxious to see who would t ake
over the top slot of Atlanta's
number one urban radio station, but were surprised when
popular personality Ryan
Cameron was passed over for
what many called an import.
The surprise only grew

BY RIVEA RUFF

Facilities Director Plans
Much Needed Improvements

Radio Host Frank
Ski Soars Over
Atlanta Airwaves

Frank Ski talked to students Thursday about
his road to becoming t he
No. 1 radio show host in
Atlanta and provided information about breaking into
the radio industry.

when the decision was made
to bring in Ski, who'd made a
na1ne for himself in Baltimore
radio at V-103 Baltimore and
92QFM.
Now, many would not be
able to tell that Ski is not
a native Atlantan. Ski sings
praises for the city.
"I love Atlanta--the
southern hospitality and the
opportunities."
Ski got his start in radio
working at the station at
the University of District of
Columbia, hosting the only
hip-hop show in the District
at the time, Saturdays from
6-7 p.m. He was in school at
See SKI, News A3

Grading
Policy
Brings
Turmoil to
Benedict

With peeling paint and
plaster, broken desks and grimy
floors in the classrooms, complaints about the condition of
campus buildings at Howard
University are nothing new.
However, Steven Johnson is
new to his position as interim
executive director of physical
facilities management and he
says he plans to address those
complaints.
Johnson officially became
interim executive director Jan.
26 after the former executive director, Carey Baldwin,
resigned to pursue other opportunities. Since then, he said that
he has toured campus buildings
including Locke and Douglass
Halls and some of the dormitories. Johnson said he dispatched
personnel last week to begin
repairs.
Though this is a new role for
Johnson, he stressed that he has
worked at Howard in various
capacities for 12 years and that
he is dedicated to the upkeep of
the University. Before becoming interim executive director,
Johnson served as executive
assistant to the associate vice
president for the administration and as director of Cramton
Auditorium.
"Mainly, I want to ensure
that classrooms are clean and
that it's a comfortable environment for staff and students,"
J ohnson said.
One major problen1 that
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Steven Johnson, interim director for Physical Facilities
Management, is currently dispatching workers to repair classroom and dorm problems such as this one in Meridian Hill Hall.
Johnson said has hindered per- nity are not satisfied.
sonnel from keeping classrooms
"All these environments
in a satisfactory condition is the are definitely not conducive to
use of classrooms for non-aca- learning, especially the condidemic purposes.
tion of the chairs," said Marcus
"Several of these classrooms Lambert, a sophomore biology
are being used during non- ma) or.
classroom hours for activities.
Lambert said that nlany
Physical facilities is not aware desks are broken, so when it
of those activities," Johnson is time for class, students are
said. "Then we are faced with a forced to search from room to
situation where rooms are not room for functioning desks.
the way they should be."
Associate professor in the
Whatever the reason for the Department of History, Selwyn
conditions of classrooms, some Carrington, Ph.D., is also not
people in the Howard commuSee DIRECTOR, News A3

See how new technology is affecting
the cigarette industry ...

Two teachers and two department heads have either been
terminated or demoted because
of the new grading system for
freshmen and sophomores at
Benedict College.
Chair of the Physical
,Education
department
William Gunn and Chair of the
Department of Social Sciences
Larry Watson, received letters
demoting them from their positions on Dec. 14 and Benedict
. teachers Milwood Motley and
Larry Williams, were fired from
the university last August for
non-compliance to the Success
Equals Effort (SEE) program.
SEE, which only affects
freshmen and sophomores,
requires university professors
to factor in student effort when
calculating final grades. In freshmen classes, 60 percent of the
grade is based on effort, and
the other 40 percent is determined by content knowledge.
For sophomores, the grade is 60
percent content knowledge and
40 percent effort.
The goals of the SEE program are detailed in a letter
from Benedict President David
Holmes Swinton posted on
the Benedict College Web site.
Swinton said that the program is
a result of the university's ..dissatisfaction with learning outcomes at Benedict."
"The more students work
at learning, the more they will
learn," Swinton said. He also
stated in the letter that all instructors are required to comply with
the "innovative" grading system.
Although Benedict administration did not give a specific reason for the demotion of either
department chairs, Gunn, who
has worked al Benedict for 40
years, said he believes his opposition to the policy is the primary
reason for his demotion.
Gunn and Watson .ire also
th e president and vice president of the ca1npus chapter of
the An1erican Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
respectively. The association
was reinstated at the university
after the August firings.
Gunn said that the organization has suggested that the school
chapter apply for an award to
help the school in defense of academic freedom. They are in support of the faculty's opposition of
the policy, as it limits the options
of professors to teach their classes as they choose.
"I just have not been able to
reconcile the fact of effort being
used to grade students," Gunn
said. Gunn said that using student effort as a means of motivation for students is not effective
or necessary.
Gunn said that students
should be motivated by their
own drive to pass classes.
"I'm from the old school," ·
Gunn said. "Effort is just a word
for me...When you know what a
teacher's expectations are, you
See BENEDICT, News A3
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Frank Ski Offers
Students Advice
BY CHRISTINA WRIGHT
Asst. Campus Editor

Veteran radio personality
Frank Ski hosted an information session that informed aspiring radio e1nployecs about the
ins and outs of the radio industry Thursday in the School of
Communications' Smart Ro01n.
The Georgia Club and School
of Communications rollaborated to bring one of Atlanta's top
radio personalities to Howard.
Frank Ski is the morning show
host at V-103 in Atlanta, where
he has been working for the past
seven years. But it is far from
where he began.
He began his journey as a
paralegal in D.C. As the only
hip-hop DJ in the area, Frank
Ski thought it best that he earn
a degree in the more practical
career of law. It was his boss
who told him that the entertainment industry is was where the
money was.
After being told to take a
week off, he returned to his boss
and told him he had a job as a
DJ for one hour a week at V103 in Baltimore, working four
hours a night making $38,ooo
a year.
Weighing this against the
$35,000 a year that a first year
lawyer made in 1985, Frank Ski
decided to take the job and start
his journey in the radio industry.
..This business will allow you
to do whatever you want to do,"
he said.
Although his final decision
was based on the mone) in the
radio industry, Frank Ski docs

not advise for any student to
enter the entertainment business unless he or she truly loves
what they will be doing.
"It's all about loving what
you do. It's not about the money,"
he said. "If you love what you do,
you can make the money."
Frank Ski explained the
difficulties of being part of the
Black radio business. He said
that an1ong all the Black radio
stations in the nation, there are
only about three that have inhouse newsrooms, V-103 being
one of them
"The assumption is that
Black people don't really care
about the news," he said. "They
just want to be entertained."
The morning show at V-103
tries to incorporate the two by
having "characters" on their
show. Frank Ski plays the serious person, and his co-host,
Wanda Smith, plays the comedian. He demonstrated the "skit"
by playing a clip from the show
in which he was delivering the
news about the Wesley Snipes
New York paternity situation.
While he explained to the
audience the most recent occurrences in the case, Wanda continually made jokes about the
news.
"It produced a very compelling comedy and news combination," said David Washington, a
sophomore broadcast journalism major. "I understood what
he was saying about making the
news something for the audience to want to listen to."
Fran! Ski gave more inforSee ADVICE, News A3

Group Helps Students Balance
Parenthood With Academics
adviser Linda Jones.
Contributing Writer
"It takes a special student-parent (and
their parents) to complete their degr ee.
At 5:30 a.m., Ayanna Brooks wake.c; up I think if you do it within five years it's
to the face of her two-year-old daughter incredible," said Jones, who is the spewith a brief n101nent of peace before facing cial assistant for the College of Arts and
a day filled with ups and downs.
Sciences student affairs. "You have stuAfter finishing any classwork left over dents with no responsibility and it takes
from the night before, she gets her daugh- them longer to graduate sometimes."
ter dressed, fed, and is out the door by
Venita Khan, a sophomore biology
T30 a.m. for her 8:10 class.
major and mother of an 18-month-old girl,
For Brooks, a senior advertising major, enjoys meeting with the support group.
this is a day in her life as a student-par- "The meetings are very informal and relaxent.
ing," Khan said.
Brooks is a pa1t of a group of young
·u gives one a chance to talk about
men and women at Howard who attempt things with other parents, and it also
to defy the odds, erase the stereotypes and encourages networking. Student-parents
successfully balance books and babies with should take advantage of the resources
the assistance of the Howard University which are at our disposal."
Student-Parent Support Group.
Some of those resources include workOfficially established in 2000, the shops, book vouchers and crucial access
student-parent support group, which is to grants. The students also participate in
conducted under the College of Arts and an outreach program where they encourSciences (COAS), is open to all under- age high school parents to pursue higher
graduate students and provides student- education.
•
parents \vith important information and
The students in the support group help
compassion.
each other with babysitting emergencies,
The support group boasts an excellent car-pooling and other assistance that helps
retention rate with some of the students lighten the burden.
graduating with honors. Out of all the
"We try to be that extra support for
opportunities the group provides for the each other because we know it's not easy.
student-parents, assistance with graduat- But together we can make it a little bit
ing is one of the more meaningful for easier," Brooks said
The student-parent group redefines the
11• {;<1ood~ in• ''•" Jl'holt~ntpht:r
The Howard University Student-Parent image of young parents. But accomplishing their goals is often difficult because of
Support Gro up provides parent-students with a social outlet, as well as
See GROUP, News A3
advice and academic assistance.
BY HEATHER FAISON

Statistics Provide Universities With
Methods to Improve Graduation Rates
BY TAMIKA SMITH
Contributing Writer

(Top) Chuck Smith-co-host, Wanda Smith-host and Hollywood
Henderson-producer. (Bottom) Frank Ski-host. Frank Ski is
pictured along with his morning show team for V-103 radio
station in Atlanta.
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Recent statistics offer suggestions to colleges and universities about how to increase their
graduation rates over time.
The
statistics
released
by Education Trust, an advocacy group for low incom•· and
minority students, indicate that
focusing on the social and academic problems of first and second year students can help boost
rates.
According to the Education
Trust website www.collegeresults.org, in 2003, Howard
Unhcrsitv's four year graduation rate was 38.1 percent. Out
of 25 colleges and universities
in the neighboring area Howard
was ranked 14th in graduation
rates.
Johns Hopkins University
held the top with 79-4 percent
and Coppin State University had
the lowest with 4.5 percent.
Kati
Haycock, director
for Education Trust, told USA
Today that looking into these
statistics would help increase
graduation rates. Haycock says
graduation rate gaps between
Black and White students are
large. She advises that cutting
the gap in half would produce an
additional 10,000 Black college
graduates every year.

The research shows high
performing colleges focus on
these main factors: emphasizing
that professors teach rather than
research, urging administrators
to take responsibility for graduation rates and offering first and
second year students counseling
and help with social and academic problems, Kevin Carey,
director of policy for Education
Trust told USA Today.
These findings raise the
question of whether more should
be done at Howard to increase
the graduation rate. Although
the University is not ranked
high among area schools, many
like Valerie Lawson believe that
Howard is doing a good enough
job at helping its students academically.
"We have a lot of academic
support programs at Howard
that should help with retention,"
said Lawson, director for the
Career Academic Reinforcement
Center at Howard. "The Career
Reinforcement Center's main
focus is to help with setting
goals, time management, how to
study and test-taking skills just
to name a few."
Conrad Woody, Howard
University Student Association
president, shared Lawson's sentiments.
"As
far
as
Howard
University, we do a good job at

retaining students but we can Trust would benefit Howard's
do better," Woody said. "As far undergraduate students.
as the counseling, the University
"I think the graduation
[Counseling) Center is a great rate will go up," Rashid said.
service most students don't take "For Howard University to do
advantage of."
that it would require a lot of
.\Jthough Howard has a institutional changes and more
Career Reinforcement Center, resources need to be put into
many students would agree undt!rgraduate senices."
there is still a need for more help
Although the statistics show
academically.
that an increase in graduation
"In some schools, the advis- rates can occur if focus is put
ing is the same throughout the on first and second year stu·
University and it is a lot more dents, some students feel that
organized in some schools Howard should not provide any
more than others," said Ashley additional attention to first year
Hagans, a sophomore finance students.
major. "So, academically, the
"Howard does a lot for their
advisers ha\·e a lot to do with freshman. They get top priority
[academie improvement]."
in housing, schedulinr an l or cAnthony Farell, a sopho- on-one with counselors," said
more chemical engineering Lena Haley, a senior communimajor, believes that nlore could cations major...Sophomores do
be done at Howard to encourage not; you have to go to hell and
students to graduate.
back again."
"I would welcome any
Rick
Dalton
of
the
attempt to increase graduation Foundation
for
Excellent
rates al Howard. Especially Schools, a non-profit organizasince it is considered the 'Black tion in Vermont that helps lowMecca,'" Farell said. "Howard income students and t<imili·•s
has a responsibility to imple- plan for college ' •ould disagree
ment programs that have been with Haley.
proven to have positive academAccording to USA Today,
ic results."
Dalton said, "So many people
Chairman of the Department think that once kids get to colof Human Development and lege they're ok, and that's not the
Psycho-Educational
Studies case for man) of these kids. The
Hakim Rashid thinks that the problems are just beginning.~
suggestions made by Education

''How do you feel about the condition of the classrooms
and dorms on campus?''
I

Chcwanda Lathan
Junior
Sports l\1edicinc

DeCardis Holder
J unior
Information Systems

Edith Tudea-Torboh
Sophon1ore
International Business

Christina Aden
Sophomore
Sports
. l\1edicinc/Prc-med

'We're o;upposed to be one of the best
HBCUs but facilitic'i-\Visc ''e're not.
We have old desks, old classroo1ns and
old buildings."

"They should focus the n1oncy o n
buildings like the engineering and

''\Ve can do better, but I give Howard
props because they have in1pro\ cd a lot

"For as nu1ch a5. the housing co ts
facilities should be better. Renovations
should be done; the classroo1ns arc not

physics buildings that are very old.
In the dorn1s. they should focus on
maintenence and vennin prohlcms."

over the years; they're not wasting our
,.
money.

'

suitable for a cotnfortable education."
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Classroom Maintenance a
Priority for Interim Director

Poets Address Political
Issues at Performance
SPIT FIRE, from Campus A 1

DIRECTOR, from Campus A 1

there were two students in particular thal held
their own on the mic: junior music voice major
Rhonda Taylor and junior television production major Omari DeGruy, better known as
DeGroove. Taylor performed a powerful piece
on the very controversial topic of abortion.
DeGroove is a member of Suni Tribe who
also held an open mic on campus last Tuesday
titled "Suni Tribe Presents... " DeGroove performed a piece that deals with different social
injustices that we encounter everyday.
Students agree that Spit Fire was a success
and are looking ahead to part three.
··r ve really enjoyed Spit Fire thus far," said
Steven Hughes, a sophomore finance major.
Komplcx offered this explanation for the
prevalence of poetry ciphers on Howard's campus.
"Anyone can do it. You don't have to be
pretty, tall, thin or big to write or perform your
poetry.... it's very accessible anyone."

pleased wilh facilities he must
utilize to teach.
"Why are you going to bring
me here to leach in these filthy
buildings," Carrington asked.
''The general standard is Yery
bad. My office has not been
cleaned since Christmas."
Carrington said that when
he taught at a smalle1 institution his office was cleaned and
dusted every morning; while al
Howard, parts of the ceiling are
falling down in his Douglass Hall
office.
Though Carrington said
he has complained for months Peeling paint in Meridian Hill Hall and falling ceilings In
about the condition of the class- Douglass Hall are facility repair projects that PFM Interim
rooms and his office, nothing has Director Steve Johnson plans to tackle during his tenure.
been done.
are submitted he would like to brought painters and plasterers
As interim executive direc- notify people when their requests to Meridian Hill Hall to begin
tor, Johnson plans on making have been received and to update repainting and plastering areas
cleanliness a priority.
them on actions taken to deal where the paint had cracked and
peeled, exposing the yellow and
"We have supervisors in with their situation.
those areas and we are re-deployIle also plans to contact stu- pink plaster beneath.
As soon as he learned
ing people to t11ose areas to keep denl leaders periodically to find
those areas clean," Johnson said. out about issues students may be that these problems e:-..isted in
t.!eridian, he began authorizing
He also wants to keep facili
having with facilities.
ties more secure, and plans
In addition to classrooms, repairs.
"Residence halls are priorto increase communication Johnson also plans lo focus
between his department and on the upkeep of residence ity because that's where students
customers. When work requests halls. Last Thursday, Johnson live," Johnson said.

~

Andrena is one of the poets showcased in
The Spit Fire: Round II In the Punch Out.

Ski Finds Success in Atlanta
UDC, studying lo be an altorney
and working as a paralegal.
Eventually, he was offered a
job in Baltimore at WEBB AM,
as the DJ from 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. He accepted the job, which
paid him $38,ooo a year, making more than he would as a first
year lawyer, in 1985.
He caught the MARC train
from D.C. to Baltimore to work
and at times when he would
miss the train back into D.C.,
he'd sleep on the benches until
the next train came the following
morning. This was all a part of
the hustle.
Ski worked at WEBB, which
later became V-103 Baltimore
until 1996. During his stay, prices for a radio spot increased from
$100 a commercial to $iooo two
years later. In i996, he joined
92Q FM, and took the radio station to number one, as he'd done
with V-103 Baltimore.
In his current radio show,
The Frank and Wanda morning
show, each member of the show
has their various roles.
Comedian Wanda Smith,
who can be expected to say just
about anything and rarely bites
her tongue, is loved by loyal
morning show listeners for the
comic relief she brings. Former
Falcon Big Chuck Smith is the

sports analyst, who some listeners suggests, plays the role of the
average person. Show producer
Hollywood Henderson is the creative force behind the show and
is responsible for bringing the
show's guests and other celebrities.
Even though, in his dayto-day operations, Ski operates
ainong a constellation of stars,
he said every once in a while an
interviewee stands out. Among
those are Cornel West and Kevin
Powell, and he believes that the
interview with Bobby Brown and
Whitney Houston was definitely
one of the more memorable.
The show was renamed to
The Frank and Wanda morning
show in October, which is now,
funnier than ever, as its slogan
suggests. The morning show has
taken radio in Atlanta to new
heights, and no one is looking
back.
In addition to his radio
show, he works tirelessly with
his foundation, the Frank Ski
Kids Foundation and The World
Famous Superfriends.
The Frank Ski
Kids
Foundation provides assistance
to low-income agencies and organizations, which seek to provide;
opportunities in education and
cultural and athletic learning to
at-risk youth.
Despite spending so much

time working, Ski values family
and spends as much time with
his family as he can. Listeners
have become familiar with his
wife and children from a number
of stories Ski recounts during his
show. He is nlost appreciative
that his family does not get on
his case for not having much
time.
What keeps him going is his
love for life. 'Vith a most genuine
and sincere smile, Ski said, ··r
hate stress."
Despite the stress, Ski
encourages students to not be
discouraged by doors that may
close.
For those considering the
radio or entertainment business,
Ski said, "You've picked a field
where the money is coming in;
the work is enormous."
On any given day, hl· may
con1e home tired, and his children want to play, for which he
will make time for, although
working early mornings and late
nighti. are draining.
In the future, Ski is looking to broaden his brand and is
excited about the possibilities he
sees for the future.
"I want to open up a jazz
club. l'<l like to open an upscale
restaurant in Atlanta and I'd like
to open up a coffee shop in the
AU (Atlanta University) Center."

Professors Raise Objections to
Grades Based on Student Effort
BENEDICT, from Campus A 1

will put forth the effort to meet
those expectations. Students
should put forth the effort to
get the grade, not get a grade for
effort."
Many Howard faculty members said they share Gunn's sentiments.
"It's too generous," said
William Harrell, Howard English
professor, of the SEE policy. "If
you reward effort too much, ifs
going to ultimatelv hurt the students."

Harrell said that though
"giving some credit for effo1t is
generally a good thing,·· he disagrees with forcing teachers to
abide by the policy.
Spanish professor Kala
Richardson belieYes the policy
lowers the standards of education.
"If you 're going to do that,
why don't you make the students take less classes and do
better instead of lowering the
stand'lrds [of the classes]." he
said. Richardson -;aid that it's
the job of a teacher to lift stu-

xt)

Support Group Encourages
Student Parents to Graduate
GROUP, from Campus A2

a lack of needed accom1nodations from Howard.
"It would be difficult for our
students to participate in group
study sessions, especially if you
have it in a university facility like
a library or in the iLab, where
they can't bring their children,"
Jones said. "A lot of times they
are eliminated from some of
the academic support tools that
other students can get because
they have children."
April Mccowen, a sophomore biology major and mother
of a baby girl, agreed v..-ith Jones
and explained the challenges
she and other student-parents
face with this policy. "Yes, I
think they should offer selective

rooms so that their children will and other students in the group
not disturb others while in the feel that there should be deslibrary. I know for some parents ignated places where the} can
it is a hassle because if they are work and bring their children if
not able to find a sitter or their the need arises.
child needs to be \\Tith them,
"Because our studenls are so
then they should be able to bring dedicated and they really want
them," McCowen said.
to stay here and finish their
Dr. Franklin D. Chambers, degree[s), I wish t11e University
vice provost for student affairs, would reach out and try lo do
is sensitive to the issues that something to accomn1odate
may hinder the acaden1ic prog- their situation,~ Jones said.
ress of a student-parent. "I am
"'You are graduating smneaware of thal and we are actually one who can take care of their
reviewing that policy. The rea- child and strengthen the comson that students with children munity... If they [face unexpect(or just children in general) have ed parenthood) and still confer
not been allowed in many facili- a degree, that is always a feather
ties are for liabilil' reasons," in the cap of the University."
Chambers said.
For infonnation about the
Jones sides with the group, please contact Linda
University in that cause, but she Jones at (202) 806-9736.

Radio Personality Exposes
Students to Industry
ADVICE, from Campus A2

mation about how to become
someone compelling in the radio
industry.
He presented a package
that a hopeful young lady from
Cincinnati, Ohio had sent his
producer.
The package caught both
of their attentions because the
female DJ included a DVD, different cinnamon flavored gums,

a pepper spice with a \'-103 Jabcl
on it, and peppennints.
"You have to make an
impression in this business,"
Frank Ski said.
He also advised that a student interested in moving into
the business find a mentor to
teach him or her the ropes, and
not to change themselves to succeed.
"Doing you is the n1ost
important thing," he said as he

r
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SKI, from Campus A 1

I

ex1Jlained that a student can still
be themselves when working for
the different genres of radio.
Wishing the attendants the
best in the industry, Frank Ski
gave a last bit of advice.
"Don't be discouraged by
the doors that may be closed,"
he said. '"You've picked a field
where the nloney is coming in,
but lhc work is enormous."

'

To:

dents to higher standards, rather than lower the standards of
his or her class for students to
succeed. "How else arc we supposed to rise up?"' he asked.
Of the requirement that all
teachers must grade \\Tith the
new method, Richardson said
"I don't believe anyone should
make a standard on how teachers should teach."
Gunn and Watson will have
their titles officially revoked
c1n June 10 and 11otley and
\Villiarns an· in the process of
suing t11c University.
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Chapel Speaker Urges
Congregation to Develop
Relationship With God
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

A light winter storm could
not keep students and n1embers of the congregation of
Rankin Chapel fron1 coining
out on Sunday to he:ir Rev. Dr.
Calvin 0. Butts, pastor of the
Abyssinian Baptist Church in
Harlem, preach his annual sermon.
While the crowd may have
been, s maller than usual, those
in attendance received the message from the distinguished pastor with open arms.
..The service was really good
today. He was really good, he
stayed in the scripture and I definitely learned something," said
junior political science major
Danielle Peny.
Sunday was the first of
five discernment services this
semester. After service, a minister from the Rankin Chapel was
available for students and members of the congregation to speak
with regarding being called to
the ministry and attending seminary.

During his introduction,
Dean Richardson, called Rev.
Butts, "one of our nation's most
outstanding leaders" and compared him to the late Benjamin
Mays, former dean of Howard's
School of Religion.
Rev. Butts' sermon was
based on the fourth chapter of
the book of John, using the story
of the Pharacies to start trouble
between the disciples of John
and the disciples of Jesus, to
illustrate how Christians should
trust in Jesus. He charged the
audience to form a relationship
with Jesus, now before problems arise.
"To those of you who think
you are so tough, one day you are
going to need Jesus, it's better
to get to know him now before
you really need him...Humans
are never satisfied and your soul
will never have rest until you
find peace in God."
He also encouraged the
audience to improve their communication skills and to be more
direct.
"Instead of sitting down
and talking with someone, we

beat around the bush instead
of telling people what is really
wrong."
Rev. Butts left the audience
with the charge to keep the faith
in Jesus and win other souls for
Christ.
Rev. Butts is a native
New Yorker and a graduate
of Morehouse College, Union
Theological Seminary, and Drew
Universi~.
A" pastor of the
Abyssinian Baptist Church, Dr.
Butts is also a founding member
of the Abyssinian Development
Corporation which has created
over $300 million in housing
and commercial development
in Harlem. He serves on the
board of the Council of Churches
of the City of New York, the
board of the September 11 Fund,
among other social and community organizations. Rev. Butts
is also the president of the State
University of New York at Old
Westbury.
Dr.
Renita J. Weems,
William and Camille Cosby
Professor in Humanities at
Spelman College, will be the
guest speaker on Sunday, Jan 6.

HBCTJ BRIEFS
•

Tennessee
State
University
President
Down to Six Prospects
The most apparent candidate to succeed President
James A. Hefner at Tennessee
State University happens
to be the vice president for
institutional
development
and student affairs at Indiana
University.
The top six prospects for
the position were on the campus this past week and the
chancellor will make a recommendation to the Board of
Regents at the March i7-18
meeting.
The process of finding
a replacement began after
President Hefner announced
his retirement in May. Ile
also admitted to giving $200
to an Aramark employee in
exchange for Super Bowl
tickets.
A state audit has also
claimed that President Hefner
distributed too many scholarships leaving the Tennessee
State Foundation $2.6 million in the red.

Jackson State Places Cap
on Greek Organizations

FAMU DJ Dies From
Medical Complications

The Pan-Hellenic Council
at Jackson Slate University
has decided to put a n1embership cap of 50 for all
Greek organizations on campus. Each of the eight active
groups has a representative
on the Pan-Hellenic Council
that voted to establish the
membership intake limit.
Cathy Patterson, coordinator of Greek affairs, said
other HBCUs were surveyed
as to their policies on membership intake, and how any
caps have affected the organizations. The organizations
intake ranges from Jan. 10
through Feb. 21.
The views on the cap
range from the new policy
being good to keep the organization numbers down, and
being unfair to the pledges
that arc qualified but rejected
due to the cap.

Timothy
Burroughs,
known as DJ Skip-A-Chuck
around Florida A&M and the
local Tallahassee area, died
Jan. 21 of a blood clot resulting from a motorcyde accident on New Year's Eve.
Burroughs was reported
to be critical but in stable condition when he was moved
to Tampa Hospital on the
18th. During his stay in the
hospital, Burroughs received
many e-mails and calls from
his family, friends and even
fans.
Among the fans and
friends, a get-well phone call
was delivered by Miami rapper Trick Daddy.

Compiled by Christina
Wright
Asst. Campus Edit01·

Student Finds His Niche in Music
BY KEIRSTEN ALSTON-MURRAIN
Contributinq Writer

Pholo Court'«') or 1'llt\ Goodwin

Niles "Rockko" Goodwin not only DJs extensively but also
works for two major record labels, Def Jam and J Records,
and is a member of several Howard organizations.

If you have been to a party, club or
school event, and heard your favorite song,
or the latest hit, chances are you have Niles
"Rockko" Goodwin to thank. This New
Jersey native has not only been a DJ around
ca1npus, but is also tied to a number of organizations al Howard.
Goodwin, a senior radio-TV-filn1 major,
got his start as a DJ in high school.
"I was in Jersey one day and heard a
DJ that sucked and said 'I can do this, ...
Goodwin said.
After meeting recording artist Prince's
personal DJ, Brother Jewels, who ran a
record pool, he saved all his money to buy
equipment. Brother Jewels taught Goodwin
how to DJ and got him on the radio.
When he got to Howard, DJ Odyssey,
who was a well-known DJ on campus, took
Goodwin under his wing. The hvo stayed
in Drew I Jail and started DJing together.
When people heard Good\\in's father call
him Rockko on :he Yard onC; dav, the name
just kind of stuck.
As his gigs began to increase, less people
knew him as Niles, but began to identify him
as "DJ Rockko".
Now, Goodwin does about 10 parties a month, and in the fall of 2004 he
won lhe DJ battle pul on by the School of
Communications. Goodwin described him-

Dred Scott (1795-1858)
BY AEJA WASHINGTON
Contributing Writer

Dred Scott was born
a slave in Southampton
County, Va. in 1795. As an
adult, in an effort to gain his
freedom, Scott would wage
one of the most important
legal battles in the history of
the United States.
Diligent and intelligent,
he was working as a farmhand, stevedore, craftsman
and general handyman. In
i819, his original owner
moved to Huntsville, Ala.,
and later to St. Louis.
In 1832 his owner
died, and Scott was sold for
$500 to a surgeon in the
U.S. Army who took Scott
to the free state of Illinois in
i834, and on to Wisconsin
Territory. Later the doctor returned with Scott to
Missouri.
When the surgeon died,
Scott was passed to John
Sanford. During these years,
he n1arried and had hvo
daughters. Scott had tried
unsuccessfully to escape
from slavery and later to
buy his freedom. In 1846,
he filed suit in the Missouri
state courts for his freedom
on the gr0unds that resi-

dence in a free territory had
liberated him.
Scott's suit finally came
before the U.S. Supreme
Court. On Mar. 6, i857, in
Scott v. Sanford, after much
debate, the Supreme Court
ruled against Scott 7 to 2,
with Chief Justice Roger B.
Taney giving the majorit}
opinion.
According to Taney,
Scott could not sue Sanford
because he was not a U.S.
citizen. The justice argued
that Scott was not a citizen because he was both
a Black man and a slave.
The decision was kno\.vn
as the Dred Scott decision.
Taney's remarks that Black
men "had no rights which
the White man was bound
to respect" came as a severe
blow to abolitionists.
This crucial decision
electrified the country,
for Taney had ruled that
African-Americans were not
citizens of the United States
and that an act of Congress
(the Missouri Compromise
of i820) was unconstitutional. He also had redefined
the relationship between
the states and the federal
government, making possible the expansion of slavery

self as the "best" and said that his only competition was DJ Golden Boy. But D.Jing is
not all there is to Goodwin.
Since his freshman year at Howard,
Goodwin has been an intern at the famous
Def Jam Records, in New York, kno\vn for
producing artists like Jay-Z, Ja Rule, Ashanti
and many others. He got the internship with
the help of Howard alum, Cathy Jerome,
who is the coordinator of the halftime show
for the Washington Wizards.
At Def Jam, Goodwin does mix show
radio production. That is, he persuades DJs
to play n1usic from artists on that label.
Along \\ith working at Def Jam, Goodwin
works for J Records, home of Grammy award
winning artist Alicia Keys.
He works two to three times a week
with urban mid-Atlantic promotions direc
tor, Damon Lott. Goodwin also ensures that
DJs like Alize, Flexx and Exclusive, here in
the District, get their music. Goodwin said
he plans to work for one of the two record
labels doin; mLx show research, but did not
disclos•' which one. He is one senior that
is not worried about "hat he will do after
graduation.
"I could've already had a job. I'm ready
to go so I can work," Goodwin said.
As if working at two major record labels
is not enough, Goodwin has never neglected
working with campus organizations. He has
done fundraising for the Howard University
Student Association, served as the music

director for WHBC and is currently a member of EPP and the Talented Tenth.
EPP, which stands for Endustry Power
Players, is an o:ganization that gives students an inside look into the entertainment
industry. Goodwin is a founding member
and serves as the public relations director.
David McDuffie, vice president of EPP, said
he has enjoyed working with Goodwin.
"It's been a great experience," McDuffie
said. "[Goodwin] has an entrepreneur spirit." Both McDuffie and Goodwin serve as
Def Jam college representatives. McDuffie
said that they try to bring a stronger presence of Def Jam to campus. l\ilcDuffie also
said, "(Goodwin is] always there when you
need him."
Named after the concept created
by W.E.B. DuBois, the Talented Tenth is
described by Goodwin as a group that allows
students business opportunities through all
of its founder's outlets. \Vith the Talented
Tenth, Goodwin serves as a founding member and the entertainment coordinator.
Senior marketing major, Adam Perkins,
and president of Talented Tenth said that
he started working with Goodwin because
he wanted to give parties and he was a DJ.
From then on, he could see that Goodwin
was really serious about what he was trying
to do.
He described Goodwin as being really
See MUSIC, News A5

Dr. Benjamin Mays (1895-1984)
BY RACHEL HIGGINS

Howard
University),
in 1940, Mays became
Morehouse College's six-th
Dr. Benjamin Elijah president and remained
l\1ays, a prominent African- there for 27 years. One of
American
educator, his many proteges was Rev.
minister and motivational Dr. Martin Luther King
speaker had a positive .Jr., whom he met while
impact on the lives of man) presiding over Morehouse
African-Americans in the College.
20th century.
Over the years they
Mays was born on Aug. formed a close relationship
1, 1895 in South Carolina. and Mays was honored to
In i920, Mays graduated give the eulogy at King's
from Bates College in funeral when he was
Maine and earned both assassinated in 1968.
his master's degree and
Mays passed away
doctorate at the University in Atlanta on March 28,
of Chicago.
1984. During his 89 years,
In
i934,
Mays l\tays was an educator
became the second dt•an who constant!:'.> fought for
of Howard University's social equality and the
School of Religion, where advancement of Africanhe remained until 1940.
AJnericans.
During his tenure as
Although he authored
dean, he was successful in several
books,
his
accomplishing the urgent autobiography, "Born to
goals he set for the School Rebel" and poem "God's
of Religion. New facilities Minute" are hvo of his
were acquired for the most famous works that
school and accreditation are often referred to today
was awarded by the and praised.
American Association of
Mays is memorialized
Theological Schools.
today on campus based
With
a
strong on his work in Howard
recommendation
from University's School of
Dr. Mordecai Johnson, Divinity.
(former
president
of
In recognition of his
Contributing Writer

into the territories.
Southerners
rejoiced
at the verdict; abolitionists denounced it and even
went as far as discrediting
the legitimacy of the Court
itself.
A few months after the
decision, on May 26, 1857,
Scott's O\vner freed him.
Scott continued to live in
St. Louis until his death on
Sept. 17, 1858.
Although
AfricanAmericans
would
not
become citizens of the
United States until the
ratification of the 14th
Amendment in 1868, Scott's
bid for freedom remained
the most momentous judicial event of the century.

'

accomplishments, Howard
University named the
graduate dormito1y on the
School of Divinity campus
in his honor. Mays' legacy
at Howard University
remains as the School
of Divinity
continues
to develop theological
leadership.

Music More Than a Hobby
For Goodwin
MUSIC, from Campus A4

studious, really into mm;ic and
said that he is good company to
keep.
Goodwin said that when he
is not being a DJ or a member
of one of the numerous organizations on campus, he goes to
clubs and chills with his friends.
"That's my peoples. He's
funny, down to earth, and he
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really wants to be from Harlem,"
said Cory Davis, a senior theatre
arts-acting niajor, and a friend f
Goodwin.
Senior
radio
production major Nile Ivy has known
Goodwin for two years and said,
'"Niles is a genuine, goodhearted,
respectable individual."
Goodwin feels that his years
at Howard have been lime well
spent. Some of his greatest

moments occurred his freshman
year al Howard.
He recalled a friend's birthday party and the time when he
and friends had a water fight on
the yard.
All in all, this young man has
been an example of a Howard
student with a plan. And in
the midst of all of his extracurricular activities, Goodwin has
maintained a 3.1 GPA.

Looking for
a career that
defies the law
of gravity?
Then talk to someone
who knows science.

Isaac Newton 1642-1727

If you want to head upward in the world of
science, it's essential you don't leave your
areer to chance. At ScienceCareers.org we
know science. We are committed to helping you find
the right job, and to delivering the advice you need.
Our knowledge is firmly founded on the expertise
of Science, the premier scientific journal, and the
long experience of AAAS in advancing science around
the world. So if you want your career to bear fruit, trust
the specialist in science. Go to ScienceCareers.org.

We know science
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Health, Fitness Highlighted at NBC 's Annual Expo
BY TOMI AKINMUSURU

Walk.
"I'm happy at the number of people
that registered for and showed their
This past weekend, NBC-4 held interest for the walk," said Britney
their annual Health and Fitness Expo Jones, an exhibitor with the Avon Walk
at the Washington Convention Center. for Breast Cancer. "The walk will take
The weekend's event marked the 12th place over two days: April 30 and May
year for the free two-day fair.
1, and today was really a glin1pse of
There were over 190 organiza- things to come for us," Jones said.
tions represented, each having its own
"I was so excited! Everything looked
display to attract the fitness buffs. so nice, and I was happy ·I went," said
Among the organizations were the Brian Gibbs, a student of Roosevelt
Greater Washington Urban League, High School. Gibbs, who was there with
National Children's Museum, Pfizer a leadership camp, was one of the many
Incorporated, and the Whitman- people who braved the enormous rock
Walker Clinic. Tlae brilliant displays climbing wall on display by Kamp-Awere spread over an approximately 260 Kom-Plish, a sleep-away eamp for chilthousand square-foot area that had a dren ages eight to 16.
Financial Pavilion, a Clinical Research
"It was very scary. Everyone thinks
Trials Pavilion, and a 200-meter walk- that it isn't as hard as it seems, but once
ing track.
you start pulling your body weight, it's
The track was used as a promotion- an entirely different story. I fell sore in
al tool for various walks occurring this 1nuscles that I didn't even know that I
year including the Avon Walk for Breast had," Gibbs said.
Cancer, America's Walk for Diabetes,
The event was spedfically designed
and the Leukemia/Lymphoma Society for youth and seniors, but people of all
Hilltop Staff Writer

ages, shapes, and sizes were in attendance.
"Although we can not be specific at
this ti1ne about the number of people
Lhat came this weekend, there was definitely a humungous turnout. We were
in a space that was more than 50,000
square feet larger than our previous
space, and we are still at a loss for
room," said Lisa Feldman, marketing
manager for NBC-4.
Howard University Hospital representatives set up small testing tables
so that anyone could come and "Know
Your Numbers", as the theme of their
display was called. "It is very convenient to just walk up to a display and get
your information checked; I was able to
find out n1y glucose level, niy Blood
Pressure, and my Cholesterol level, all
in a matter of minutes. I always wait
for this event every year," said Charity
James, a Washington resident.
Next year, the expo is projected to
\tarlfnt' Ha\\ thront"- 5.1art Phologr:ipht'r
take place in the Convention Center on The Health and Fitness Expo, an annual event sponsored by NBC-4, had
Jan. 14 and 15, 2006.
many activities to help area residents take control of their health.
'

The Treasures Along the Metro's Ora ge Line
BY DAVID EDMONDS

security is rather tight, it is still an
Faith Ohai, a sophomore public
interesting attraction.
relations major, said, "I think the 1netro
Since Howard's cmnpus is about 10 should be open 24 hours. As much as
Most Howard students are familiar minutes away from the \Vhite House, this area has to offer, it is appalling that
with the metro. The green line goes to students should take advantage and the subway stops running at midnight."
the MCI Center, the red line travels to pay it a visit and take some pictures.
She added, "This city has an adequate
Union Station, and the yellow line stops
If one is into the performing arts, dose of glitz, knowledge and culture
at the ever-popular Pentagon City Mall. then the Kennedy Center is a place to to last through the day and into the
The orange line, however, a line less visit. The Foggy Botton1/-Gv\TU stop is night."
traveled, holds just as many treasures within walking distance of the Kennedy
Unfortunately, many students
as the others.
Center but there is also a shuttle bus are in Tim Haywood's predicament.
Many of the things to do on the that will take people directly to the Hayw·ood, a senior theater arts major,
orange line are located at one stop, center. Many students have had an said, "If I had more time, I would like
the Smithsonian. Here, one can visit enjoyable experience at the Kennedy to learn and experience more but I just
the Washington Monument (which Center.
don't have the time."
is under construction right now), the
Shavon Adams, a senior adverAdditionally, for many students,
Jefferson Memorial, the Bureau of tising major, said, '"I enjoyed the the subway is just a means of transporEngraving and Printing, the National Kennedy Center. I saw the Alvin Ailey tation from home to school or to work.
Museum of American History, the Air dance group; it was a very nice place.~ As Felicia Crabtree, a junior broadcast
and Space Museum and a host of other If Pentagon City or Union Station has journalism major stated, '"I use the red
museums.
gotten a little repetitive, stop at the and green lines to go to nly internAnother fascinating stop along Ballston-MU station. This stop gives ship."
the orange line is McPherson Square. direct access to Ballston Common Mall,
Students should remember that the
'tarlt"l'lt lla"lhront-- Sl9rf Photograph(r
Although this stop does not have a lot which offers shopping as well as a Regal 1netro rail system consists of five lines: Smithsonian Museums, such as the Hirschorn Museum, located off the
to offer, there is one significant land- movie theater.
green, yellow, blue, red and orange.
Metro orange line house anything from classic art, to modern art.
mark, the White House. Even though
Contributing Writer

Teen Driving, Talking On Cell
Phones: Deadly Combination
BY TITIANA KING
Contributing Writer

~~

If the Senate Transportation
Committee (STC) of Richn1ond,
Va. has their way, a ban on teenagers using cell phones while
driving will become state law
July 1.
Last Wednesday, the STC
voted 13-0 in favor sending
a bill to the Senate floor, that
would prohibit motorists, aged
15, 16 and 17 from talking on
a cell phone while driving. Not
only would this ban handheld
cell phones, but would include
ear-pieces, speaker phones and
other devices, regardless if they
are hands-free or not. However,
a bill prohibiting all drivers from
using cell phones while driving,
was rejected on a 10-4 vote.
The idea was spearheaded by two Northern Virginia
Republican senators who, leanIla ( ;cH'li\ou · ..,lull l'holett:rapht r
ing heavily upon results of brain Driving along like this can get you a ticket in Virginia if you are
study developments, noted that teenager, due to the new bill that has just been passed.
younger teens' brains are not
completely developed. The stud- age of 18 as well as a passenger was considered a distraction then
ies show that teens can be good restriction law.
what's the difference if you were
at multitasking but bad at setting
"They need to focus on the talking to one of your friends ridpriorities.
single fact of driving and not be ing with you?" said junior chemSome students at Howard distracted. We've had teen fatali- istry major Miguel Graves.
agree with the findings. "I agree ties in Stafford County recently
Tiffani Ashley Bell, a sophowith the bill, especially if it there and in Charlottesville," men- more computer science major,
was one for the District. I've had tioned O'Brien when asked why thinks that a law of this type
my license since I was 15 and still teens have been specifically tar- would he beneficial with 1nore
sometimes fall victim to getting geted.
inclusions.
too involved in a phone conversaApparently, the senators
"You still have to worry
tion," said sophomore pre-phar- are not alone. The Virginia about older drivers that don't
macy major Everette Callaway.
Association of the Chiefs of Police have those types of restrictions.
The senators, William C. endorses the bill.
Sometimes while riding with 1ny
Mims and Jay O'Brien both
They feel that the current mom, I have to suggest that she
agree that cell phones aren't the laws would be taken more seri- not talk on the cell while driving
only problem with teen drivers. ously by teens if the bill is passed, or she will literally run all over
"A two-to-three-second delay in which would raise the now sec- the road, possibly even running
reacting to a dangerous driving ondary offenses, into primary over a mailbox or two."
situation while talking on a cell offenses. Anything that is a priThere are son1e that feel that
phone can be fatal to a younger mary offense allows police to stop a bill of this nature is not as adedriver who is more distractible," suspected violators.
quate as it should be.
Sen. Mims said.
"I think that the law shouldn't
Dr. Mary K. Perkins, profesThe proposed bill would also prohibit cell phone usage if you sor in the economics depaitment
allow for enforcement of seatbelt are using an earpiece or speakerrequirements for teens under the phone. If talking into an earpiece
See TEENS, Metro A7
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MLK Memorial Delayed
Due to Lack of Funds
BY SHALEEM THOMPSON
Contributing Writer

On the heels of the celebration of civil rights leader, Ma1tin
Luther King, Jr.'s birthday, his
memorial has missed its groundbreaking date due to insufficient
funds.
Currently, only $32.5 million of the needed $100 million
has been raised.
The president of D.C.'s
Martin Luther King Memorial
fund, Harry E. Johnson, is optimistic despite the numbers.
"Even though we have not
broken ground on this project,
a lot is being done on the architectural end," Johnson said. "In
fact, we are moving ahead of
time since memorials sometimes take more than 20 years
to be built."
Congress has granted the
foundation an extension until
2006, to accumulate $67 million of the $ioo million needed
to cover the cost of the project
and to start construction.
The monument, was authorized in 1996, but due to disagreementsoverthemonument's
location, it was not approved till
1998.
Some Howard students are
not surprised about the delay.
"It is the same reason why
historical black heroes and heroines like Sojourner Truth and
Mary McLeod Bethune are not
an integral part of the curriculum
in public schools," said Nyasha
George, sophomore physics and
dance major. "It seems to me that
it is a deliberate attempt to deny
these great African Americans
the honor and recognition that
they deserve."
Danyelle Hadaway, a freshman print journalism major
agrees.
"In Norfolk, Virginia, they
just built a Martin Luther King
memorial and it took them
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almost 20 years to
build it," she said.
"I think that the
government does
not have their
priorities straight
because they could
build a ball park
but they can't help
erect this monument, espedally
when we have a
march to commemorate his life
in Washington,
D.C."
The project is
set to tentatively
break ground in
November
and
be completed in
'~ww.mC'd.sc.tdu
2008. "We are
Martin
Luther
King,
Jr.'s
D.C.memorial
has
going to have a
huge kick-off in been pushed back until 2006 to raise t he
February.
We $67 million still needed to fund the project.
would be advertising on the television, and Devrouax & Purnell and San
in newspapers and General Francisco-based ROMA Design
Motors, one of the sponsors, are Group submitted the winning
doing print ads as well as pack- design out of more than 900
aging more than 153 pieces to entries for the memorial and
their custo1ners with informa- they are currently planning
tion on this fund and how they the structure. The memorial
can donate. Also the American is going to be located on four
Farnily Life Assurance Company acres of land along the National
(AFLAC) has donated one mil- Mall's Tidal Basin, right next
lion dollars to the fund, and to the completed Franklin D.
Toyota is supposed to come on Roosevelt Memorial, as well as
the Jefferson and the Lincoln
board as well," Johnson said.
With such huge donations Memorials.
" It is an honor for me to have
being given by private organizations, some Howard students the memorial of Martin Luther
wonder why the government King, someone we look up to, in a
cannot donate more funds to place where there are other great
leaders and heroes. This is a fulthis project.
"With all the money the gov- fillment of solid ground to have
ernment has wasted on advertis- someone that our community
ing and other things to get into and people respect in the same
office, it surprises me that they place of other people that hold
can't contribute more money to such honor as well," Johnson
the monun1ent of such a great said. Anyone who is interested
black leader," said Bryant Jacob, in donating and learning more
about this foundation may go to
freshman management major.
In 2000, the two architec- www.buildthedream.org.
ture firms' \.Vashington-based

VA Passes Bill to Ban Teens
Driving with Cell Phones
Tekia Coney, a ,junior
finance 1najor feels the same.
feels that a bill of this caliber
"Even though the law doesn't
should be applied to everyone.
apply to me, I don't see the fair"It would be pretty hard to
ness in the bill. I've had probenforce the law and you'd never
lems with grown adults talking
catch everyone. What's the point
on the phone while driving. At
of making only teens abide by
the same time, they're driftthe rule when people of all ages
ing into my lane, creating an
are guilty of driving while using
extremely hazardous situation."
cell phones. Besides, distraction
Regardless
of opposiisn't restricted to teens alone."
tion, similar bills have been
TEENS, from Metro A6

taken
into
consideration
in states such as Colorado,
Washington, Wisconsin and
New Hampshire.
In Denver, their idea is to
ban teens with driver's per1nits from using cell phones
until they get their full licenses.
Punishments for violators range
from a $15 fine to a point on
their license.

Looking for a
career that
radiates success?
t

Then talk to someone
who knows science.

\

Marie Curie
1867-1934

If you want to shine in the world of science, it's essential you don't
leave your career to chance. At ScienceCareers.org we know
science. We are committed to helping you find the right job, and to
delivering the advice you need. Our knowledge is firmly founded on
('{
the expertise of Science, the premier scientific
~ ~,,
~ journal, and the long experience of AAAS in
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advancing science around the world. So if you
want a glowing career, trust the specialist in
science. Visit ScienceCareers.org

To:46691
ScienceCareers.org
We know science
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Interested in Running for Office?
,,

· Come to a
. ,,
'

I

Candidate Interes~ Meeting
Wednesday February 2, 2005
Friday February 4, 2005

Blackburn University Center
,,

The Hilltop Lounge
7 p.m.

Application's are now available in:
Blackburn University Center, Suite 117 or at
·www.husaonline.com/howardvotes2005.php

For a list of available positions, please see page A9 of
The Hilltop.
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HUSA President
HUSA Vice-President
Undergraduate Positions
Undergraduate Trustee
College of Arts and Sciences
Executive President
Executive Vice-President
Executive Secretary
Executive Treasurer
Senior Class President
Senior Class Vice-President
Senior Class Secretary
Senior Class Treasurer
Senior Class Representative
Junior Class President
Junior Class Vice-President
Junior Class Secretary
Junior Class Treasurer
Junior Class Representative
Sophomore Class President
Sophomore Class Vice-President
Sophomore Class Secretary
Sophomore Class Treasurer
Sophomore Class Representative
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Representative( s)

School of Business
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Senior Class President
Senior Class Vice-President
Senior Class Secretary
Senior Class Treasurer
Junior Class President
Junior Class Vice-President
Junior Class Secretary
Junior Class Treasurer
Sophomore Class President
Sophomore Class Vice-President
Sophomore Class Secretary
Sophomore Class Treasurer
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Representative(s)

School of Communications
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Representative(s)

School of Education*
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President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Representative

College of Engineering,
Architecture & Computer Sciences
· Executive President
Executive Vice-President for
Engineering
Executive Vice-President for
Architecture
Executive Secretary
Executive Treasurer
Senior Class President
Senior Class Vice-President
Junior Class President
Junior Class Vice-President
Sophomore Class President
Sophomore Class Vice-President
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Representative

College of Pharmacy, Nursing, and
Allied Health Sciences
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Representative(s)
Graduate Positions
Graduate Trustee
Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Graduate Assembly
Representative( s)
Graduate School of Business
President
Vice-President
Vice-President, Finance
Vice-President, Administration
Consortium Relations Chair
Student/Faculty Relations Chair
Alumni Relations Chair
Corporate Relations Chair
Graduate Assembly Representative

School of Divinity
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Chaplain
Inter-Seminarian (2)
Graduate Assembly Representative
School of Social Work
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Programs Coordinator
Graduate Assembly Representative
•

School of Law
President
Vice-President
Chief of Staff
Treasurer

Class of 2006
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
SBA Representative
Class of 2007
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
SBA Representative
Graduate Assembly
Representative( s)
College of Medicine
President
Vice-President, Education
Vice-President, Administration
Vice-President, Activities
Vice-President, Communication
Vice-President, Community Affairs
Vice-President, Finance
Vice-President, Graduate Affairs
Graduate Assembly Representative
College of Dentistry
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Graduate Assembly Representative

*All positions can be filled by
undergraduate or graduate stitdents.
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ANTI IONY DURHAM
sigr-is/ discusses

"PRJl)E or.; CAKrHAGE: A NOVEL HANNIBAL. "
February 3, 2005, 1 :00 ,. 2:30 p.m.
Known for his novels of African - American life in 19th century America
(Gabriel's Story; Walk Through Darkness), Durham leaps continents and
centuries to tell the epic story of Hannibal and his march on
Rome in this heady, richly textured novel.

....

CYNTHIA GRIGGS FLEMING
signs/ discusses

"IN TI-IE Sl-IADOW OF SELMA: THE CON'1-INUING
s ·rRUGGL1E FOR CIVIL RIGH"l'S IN "rHE RURAL SOUTH"
February 3 , 2005, 5:30 - 7:00 p.m .
On March 7 , 1965, voting rights demonstrators were brutally beaten as they crossed
the Edmund Petis bridge in Selma, Alabama. One of the most publicized incidents
of the civil rights campaign, images from that day have been seared into the
nation's consciousness. Yet little has been written about the civil rights events in
the surrounding counties . Join us as Cynthia Griggs Fler.1ing addresses this
gap by bringing to light the struggle for equality of the citizens
of Wilcox County, Alabama.
BE·r r y DERAMUS
signs/ discusses

"FORBIDDEN FRUIT: LOVE STORIES FROM THE
UNDERGROUND RAILROAD"
F e bruary 1 1, 2005, 2: 30 - 4:00 p.m.
Betty DeRamus, a Pulitzer Prize finalist, will talk about the largely untold stories of true love
between slaves, between masters and slaves, and between slaves and free blacks. Love
is the forbidden fruit, and all of the couples in the book dodge bullets, bounty hunters
and bloodhounds to be together. Please join us Ms. DeRamus reads from this profoundly
important book which reveals this shameful era to be about triumph as well as torture,
achievement as well as degradation, and indomitable love as well as hate.
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East Coast Hip-Hop Fans Wonder
BY KENDRA TURNER
Contributing Writer

Shari~g

Is
Caring

BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style Editor

You can probably tell from
past Lifelines titles that I'm a bit of
a hip-hop head. Anyone who's ever
ridden anywhere with me knows
that my CD case is 90 percent hiphop. ..
There's everything from Jay-Z
and Biggie to T.I and Lil' Wayne to
Dr. Dre and Snoop. I've got all.•of
my geographical bases covered.
I know I've been seen around
campus with my A-Town shirt or
a Falcons jersey, but I was actually
born and halfway raised in New
York. I think that being a transplant gives me a greater appreciation for the diversity of hip-hop. I
wait for the newest Jay-Z release
with the same anticipation that I
do for the latest Lil' Jon album.
Most of my high school
friends couldn't understand why
I could relate to people like Jay
and Jadakiss so much, but it was
because I knew the places they
were talking about. But of course,
by the same token, the spotlight
Southern rappers are getting now
warms my heart because I've
watched those artists' careers from·
before they were stars.
See, I've followed hip-hop
since about the third grade, so I've
seen almost every region's 15 minutes of fame. I mean, for almost an
entire decade, me and the rest of
the hip-hop world were mesmerized by the East/West rivalry,
· Even though a few Southern
artists were able to break through
at: that time, the South was still
fighting for respect. Ironically, I
didn't realize the world was coming around until I heard some of
the same songs I jammed to on the
radio at home here.
Unfortunately, I've heard
from a few fellow hip-hop heads
on campus who don't think there
are real lyricists in the South. They
think that all Southern rap is crunk
music, and long for a return to the
dominance of the East Coast.
However, what I love most
about Southern hip-hop is its
diversity. From Atlanta's crunk
to Miami's bass to New Orleans'
bounce (sorry Texas, I can't get
with the screw....we just don't do
that in the A!), you can hear two
records by different artists talking
aoout the same thing, but they'll
sound nothing alike.
My standard response to my
East Coast hip-hop loving friends
is, you had 15 years, so share the
spotlight for a little while without
showing green! It's not like you've
been completely ignored. J adakiss
dropped a great album and Mr.
Cent seems intent on coming back
strong.
, To me, it doesn't matter where
the music is made. If it moves me,
I •move to it. But I'm definitely not
going to apologize for a lil' hometdwn pride.
' We bailed Keith out last
week, but he probably still won't
r~spond to anything sent to
life_n_styleo405@yahoo.com.
We asked him to, but he keeps
EASTS/DE stomping in the office
4 and telling us that we don't know
him. We were going to tackle him,
but we decided to take pictures
instead. Blackmail seems to work
b~tter than violence. So anyway,
while we plot our revenge, send
hijn your e,- mails. After we publish the pictures, we'll make him
· g~t Qack to you.

- --.-•

en rapper Jay-Z uttered
the line, "It's like New
York's been soft eve~ .since
Snoop came through and
crushed them buildings" in reference
to a video that featured a super-sized
Snoop Dogg stepping on New York's
famed skyline, East Coast hip-hop was
ill' such disarray that he felt compelled
to show some hometown pride.
The move signaled what many hiphop pundits called "an East coast resurgence." After years of West Coast dominance spearheaded by Snoop, Dr. Dre
and Tupac, the emergence of Biggie,
Nas and Jay-Z quickly brought all eyes
back East. Now, almost a decade later,
an updated version of the scenario that
bothered Jay-Z so much might feature
Lil' John screaming "Yeah!" while Atown stomping on the very same N.Y.
buildings. Jay's retirement, coupled
with the emergence of the South as a
breeding ground for hip-hop hits, has
caused the East Coast to take a back
seat for what may be only the second
time in the entire history of the genre.
Rap New Network (RNN) recently
summed this up when it stated, "This
year's hottest hip-hoi;> artists are from
· the Midwest and the South, from Atlanta

or St. Louis or Chicago. Anywhere, it
seems, but here [New York)."
Because New York is considered
to be the birthplace of hip-hop, many
look to the East Coast as a hip-hop
superpower. The aforementioned Big
Three, along with Rakim, KRS-One and
Big Daddy Kane before them, all helped
to establish the East Coast as a hip-hop
force with which to be reckoned. But
since Nelly made it cool to be country and Lil' John introduced the world
to crunk, many East Coast artists are
fighting a losing battle for attention
in the rap world. Regions such as the
Midwest and the South are now giving
the East Coast a run for their money.
Some feel that the emergence of
these regions is long overdue as many
of these artists have been on the scene
for years and have just recently hit
it big. Prime exan1ples are Chicago's
Kanye West and Twista, who had been
around years before their recent success.
"In due time, everyone gets their
chance, [but] if you are not that good
you won't have longevity," junior physical education major David Coleman
referring to possible flashes in the pan.
Although this sonic shift may seem
like deja vu to some, others have started to wonder aloud if the east coast has
lost its finesse altogether.
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Southern and Midwest rappers like Kanye West (above), are at the forefront of popular hip-hop, leaving East Coast rap fans without an idol.

"Everything sounds the same,"
"Artists from the South are not lyriBryan Leach, vice president of Urban cally in tune, ~hey make stuff for people
A&R for independent recording label to dance to, anybody can make that,"
TVT Records told RNN.
Coleman argued. "The best rappers
Based on that belief, the Manhattan- from New York would [lyrically] kill
based label has started combing other those from the South."
regions for talent. TVT is responsible
The fact that this debate even exists
for signing Southern artists Lil' Jon has many fans searching for the next
and the Ying Yang Twins, and many East Coast messiah to bring it back to
other record labels are following suit. the right side of the map. For instance,
According to RNN, "The last five hip- freshman legal communications major
hop artists signed to TVT, Roe-A-Fella Ashtane Jordan said that the East
and Universal Records have come from Coast is not losing its touch, but rather
outside of New York."
"other parts of the country are putting
themselves on the map and hip-hop is
espite sales figures that seem expanding."
to indicate the opposite, some
"There is always going to be somediehard fans like sophomore one to rep the East Coast real big and
economics major Thomas Claiborn, they are never going to fall off because
believe that East Coast hip-hop is doing that is where [hip-hop] is from," she
just fine.
continued.
"The East Coast is where it began
Freshman psychology major Kalima
and the East Coast is where it's going to Smalls agreed with Jordan.
be finished," he said. "[Crunk music] is
"The East Coast hasn't fallen off,
just what is hot right now."
it's just that everyone else is finally
Claiborn is not alone in that assess- coming up," she said.
ment.
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Comedy Takes Backseat
To Drama at Awards Time

R&B Bad Boys 'Talk
About It' With The Hilltop

BY KWAME BRYANT
Contributing Writer

said Catherine P.eoples, a
African-American
junior acting major.
thespians have had trouHistorically,
Black
ble getting Hollywood
actors have been inducted
recognition, but this
into comedy and entertainyear's Academy Awards
ment because those were
nominations
reassure
the only acting jobs they
Blacks change is on its
could find. There once was
way.
a time when Black people
The Academy Awards
did not have leading roles
nominations
were
of serious nature. Instead,
announced last week and
they were only portrayed
acknowledged exceptionnegatively as stereotypical
al performances by Black
characters.
actors with nominations
However, today the
for major films.
Black comedy scene is more
The 77fu Academy
diverse, allowing actors to
http :l/www. klnoweb.delfilm200 I/Bal Vplx/bt I J pg
Awards
nominations Jamie Foxx received two of a
use comedy as a steppingwere record-breaking for record five Black Academy Awards stone while maintaining
Black actors. Out of the nominations this year.
their integrity.
20 major acting nomina"The problem is the
reach
people
inside
the
Black
tions, African Americans
(movie) industry that caters
community."
received a total of five beating
to mainstream America," said
Foxx is but one of the drama professor Sybil Roberts.
the previous record of three.
Longtime
comedian many talented actors that got "An upstanding, morally solid
Jamie Foxx received two of their big break after years Black man is not the image
the five nominations. Despite of work in comedy. Foxx is that America wants to see."
his .comedic background, both now following the footsteps of
The signs of Hollywood
Will
Smith
and
Halle
Berry
in
of the performances that Foxx
changing its agenda are faintly
receiving
acclaim
after
makwas recognized for, "Ray" and
apparent. Though moviegoers
"Collateral," were not com- ing a transition from comedic are seeing many rappers being
roles to more dramatic perfor- given roles in big films, many
edies.
This fact did not bother mances.
trained Black actors still are
Many aspiring Black actors being pigeonholed.
junior acting major Rolanda
are eager to achieve success in
Lynelle at all.
"I think that the climate
other
genres
than
comedy.
"For actors to obtain
in America is one where main"A
lot
of
times
comedy
is
true success they need an
stream America is not comwhere
the
money
and
recogniall around feel of everything
fortable seeing Black people as
tion
is
in
show
business,
but
it
not just comedy," she said,
human," said junior musical
"It's good that Jamie Foxx is is the actors' job to know that theatre major William Bryant
branching out into so.mething they can do more than just
See COMEDY, News 83
different using his talent to clown and make people laugh,"

BY FAITH OHAI & REKA ROBINSON
Contributing Writers

On Friday, Urban Grooves Productions and radio station 93.9 FM WKYS presented a "Ladies Night" featuring
Bad Boy recording artists Mario Winans, Carl Thomas and
former Bad Boys 112. The concert took place on Friday at the
Dar-Constitution Hall in Northwest Washington, D.C.
Following the performance, The Hilltop was able to
catch up with Thomas and Winans for exclusive interviews.
"The music business is about mountain tops and valleys
and sometimes you stand on the top of them and sometimes
you stand in-between them," Thomas said. "God just blessed
me. God just blessed me to really stay within the right path. I
was always able, even outside the ark of safety, I was always
able to focus on music, and I never really took that for
granted because so many individuals don't really have the
know-how to not be distracted."
The following is the conversation that ensued, with topics ranging from their careers to their upbringing to their
record label.
Th e Hilltop (TH): So did you start singing in church?
Car l Thomas (CT) : Honestly, I can't really say that. I
think that the church is where I honed my skills and I think
that t11e church was definitely my development point. It was
definitely the point where people started to stand up and
take notice. God just blessed me to be a big picture type of
guy, and I never really kind of got caught up in the smaller
picture; which, allowed me to recognized opportunities that
were in front of me. Because there're a lot of artists out there
that can sing, write and play circles around me, or any other
artist, but the thing about it is, is that they never get seen.
So I just definitely try not to take for granted God choosing
me.
TH: So is it safe to say that your source comes from God?
CT: Oh yes! A gift cannot be given without a giver.
See BOYS, News 8 3
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BY MONIQUE WOODS
Contributing Wnter

Johnny Carson, the former
late night show host of NBC's "The
Tonight Sho\\ ," died last week in his
Los Angeles home.
Soon after Carson's death, NBC
announced that he died due to complications from emphysema. The
death of the king of late night television is now helping to raise awareness towards the dangers of smoking.
The television funny man hosted
the hit show for 20 years before retiring in May 1992, after being replaced
by current host Jm Leno. In the opinions of many critics, Ca ·son left the
entertain1ncnt business in the prime
of his career because he wanted out
of the public eye.
At the age of 79, Carson's life was
taken because of a bad habit he did
not break.
According
to
the
Lung
Association, emphysema, a disease
that usually affects males, develops
gradually.
Starting as a slight cold \\ith a
cough, patients then develop chronic
bronchitis. Excessive smoking causes
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the irreversible lung disease that
occurs when the tiny air sacs in the
lungs are damaged.
Breathing becomes a problem
for affected patients as the air sacs
expand enlarging the lungs. Moving
air in and out then becomes le,.;s efficient in exchanging oxygen for carbon dioxide.
The American Lung Association
states that the effects of emphysen1a
are not immediate but appear slowly.
First, the infected person might find
it difficult to breathe in the morning
or at night.
Gradually, the breathing inconvenience moves to walking and perfonnin); everyday tasks. In the most
prol ressive cuses of emphysema,
every breath is a hard task.
Throughout Carson's career, he
was an excessive smoker. In fact, re
was even seen smoking on air during
..The Tonight Show" until smoking
on television passed out of favor.
In a 1979 ..60 Minutes" interview, Carson admitted his addiction
to smoking and felt guilty about his
compulsive habit.
Freshman marketing major
Dominique Montgomery said that

she is aware of the dangers of smoking, including emphysema. However,
although she is reminded of such
risks everyday by television advertisements, she continues to s1noke.
"Knowing that I am putting my
body in danger every time I smoke
makes me want to quit but quitting is
harder said than done," she said.
Sharlia Collins, a freshman
chemistry major, said she too knows
first hand the difficulties of quitting
smoking.
"I have tried to quit smoking
on several occasions and the longest being sLx monU1s," she said.
"Breaking a bad habit is hard because
I use smoking as a wav to relax myself
when in st ressful situations."
Still others, like sophon1ore
Tiffany Webb, a musical theatre
major, said that the threats of disorders like emphysema were enough to
dissuade her from ever lighting up.
'"I don't smoke because smoking
damages the lungs and as a singer
it would make it harder for me to
sing without straining my voice," she
said.
Unfortunately, simply realizing
that smoking is harmful does noth-
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ing to help patients affected with
emphysema. At this time there is no
cure for the disease. However, doctors are aware that cutting out smoking will avoid the dangers causing the
infection.
Treatment for emphysema first
includes quitting smoking to stop
progression of the disease, according
to the American Lung Association.
Doctors include bronchial dilating
medications to treat an asthmatic
component that often co-exists with
emphysema. Anti-biotics are also
used to rid the body of chest infections.
After smoking for three years,
freshman English major Jason Victor
said that he decided he wanted to
stop risking his health.
"I realized that smoking was
slowing me down and I was determined to get my body in shape in
sports so I decided to stop IA!fore my
breathing became worse," he said.
Like Carson, Montgomery said
that he realizes that smoking is
addictive.
"I want to eventuall) quit so I
can live my life as long as possible
without health risks," he said.

Normal bronchiole
and alveoli
Emphysema
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Electronic Excercise
Gaining Ground
Exergames art:n't the first
videogames to involve physical
Video games are not just activity. Dance Dance Revolution,
for fun anymort>. The recent a popular arcade game involving
2005 International Consumer fun n1usic and fast foot maneuElectronics Show in Las Vegas Yers, which debuted in the U.S.
showcased new gaming technol- in 2001, involves much physical
ogy that would allow game play exertion. However, exergames
to become part of an exercise are designed specifically for the
purpose of exercise and physical
regimen.
"Exergaming," as it has been fitness.
According to the Centers for
dubbed, is a promising new fonn
of exercise, potentially turn- Disease Control and Prevention
ing former couch potatoes into (CDC), 16 percent of boys and
14.5 percent of girls ages six to n
physically fit citizens.
Exergames will consist of were obe.-;e in 2000, as opposed
exercise equipment that controls to 4.3 percent of boys and 3.6
the game, mini-dance floors with percent of girls in 1974.
Some have alleged that a
optical sensors or digital sports
fields. The equipment comes cause of youth obesity is videowith fitness software which can games, but they are not totally
track several users' stats, allows to blame.
"It's a combination of video
them to set goals and instructs
on how to reach them. The games, increasing ability of techequipment will be compatible nology to do things for us, and
with Play Station 2, X-Box and a lack of athletic programs and
PCs, and will most like!) debut l'\'t.mts at schools." said David
as a variety or racing, dance and ~1eares, a sophomore biology
major.
interactive sports games.
..Children should be encour"If anything can get your
kids off the couch, this is it," aged to get out more. Obesity
Shawn Clement told the isn't something that springs up
Associated Press. Clement is the overnight. Parents should see it
North Anlerican sales manager coming and work to prevent it,"
for Electric-Spin Corp., maker said Vince Hunter, a freshman
of the Golf Launch Pad. "The television production major.
It seems clear that excrwhole idea is to get physical, not
get lazy."
See EXERCISE, News 83
BY CHARLAE WASHINGTON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Patric!.. Jac~\on-Staff l'h~l@Rraphtr

A California lawmaker has proposed a blll that would outlaw
the sale of any cigarette that is not self-extinguishing beginning in 2006.

Lawmakers Push for
Safer Cigarettes
BY AMINA COOPER
Contributing Writer

F

or years, smokers who lit
up before falling asleep
have always had to worry
that if they dozed off before the)
put the light out, they could wake
up in an inferno. Now, son1e
cigarette companies are boasting of technology that could all
but alleviate those concerns.
These
self-extinguishing
cigarettes arc said to burn slower than the cigarettes currenlly
on the market and will ,>yentually put themse!Yes out after
remaining unattended after "
couple of minutes.
Last week, CNN reported
that a new bill in California is
being proposed that would outlaw the sale of any cigarette that
is not "fire-safe" beginning in
2006.

Asse1nbly 1nember, Paul
Kortez (D-\'vest Hollywood) initiated this proposal, Bill AB 178,
which would rcq 1ireall cigarettes
sold to meet the standards of the
American Society of Testing and
Materials. So far, New York is
the only state that has approved
such a measure, passing the law
in 2000, which has only gone
into effect last June. Kortez said
that he believes that more states
should take advantage of the
available tei ·hnology and push
to pass laws banning "unsafe"
cigarettes.
"How many more lives have
to be lost?" he asked.
According to the National
Fire Protection Association,
fires caused from haphazardly
discarded cigarettes account for
at least 6,ooo injuries per year
and cause $400 million doJlars
in property damage.
The worst loss is in human
lives, the toll reaching a staggering 1,500 to 2,000 deaths
every year. Unfortunately, many
of these deaths are minors and
non-smokers who perish in
house fires initiated by cigarettes left smoldering on mat-

tresses, sofas and carpets.
Sophomore business management major Remi Oguntoye
thinks bills like the one proposed
in Calik·rm 1 would sa\, · lives.
"These cigar<>ttcs would
make tires caused by unattended cigarettes much less likely,
but the only sure-fire method of
prevention would be not smoking at all," he said.
:Many agree that it is the
responsibility of the smoker to
prevent these fires but question
whether anything designed to be
burned can bl ..safe" or "fireproof."
Consumers argu~ that such
cigarettes made fire-proof by
encasing the tobacco in a rigid
slowly-burning paper have an
unpleasant taste and ex1:inguish
themselves too frequently, causing the smoker to reignite the
cigarette.
Tobacco manufactures, such
as R. J. Revnolds Tobacco Co.,
are n1~hing to produce these
cigarettes while stating that
such efforts are ineffectual, citing that if a lit cigarette, "firesafe" or not, comes in contact
with any flammable material, it
will cause a fire regardless of
when the cigarette finally puts
itself out.
Dan Riley, an attorney representing this same company
estimates a $2 million loss in
revenue from the production of
such cigarettes, believing that
many smokers will purchase
their regular cigarettes online or
in other states.
The students here at
Howard University echo such
sentiments. For instance, J amil
Mian, a junior electronic studio
major and infrequent smoker,
said that he does not believe that
any cigarette \viii ever be fire
safe.
"You still have to burn it to
smoke it; it's not fire safe," he
said after h Paring of the proposal. "If anything can burn it's
not fire safe."

\rion J•nllfr,.•n- \loanlli;:lna ftlltot

Video games are not Just for t he lazy any longer; students
use games like Dance Dance Revolution to burn calories.

Restaurant Seeks to Satisfy 'Mie N Yu'
BY RE' NEISE FRANCIS
Contributing Writer

Students in search of a
change from the restaurants
near campus may want to check
out the ~1ie N Yu restaurant in
Georgetown. This eatery is a
great place to make that change.
Mie N Yu is a distinctive
restaurant created to stimulate
more than one's taste buds.
It stimulates the eye with its
extravagant decor. It stimulates
the nose with scented candles. It
stimulates the ear with eclectic
music. And it stimulates one's
touch with soft and comfortable
furniture.
~1ie N Yu's international
flare separates it from neighboring restaurants. The cultures
of Asia, the Middle East, the
Mediterranean and Europe are
all represented in this dynamic restaurant. Manager Oren
Molovinsky, described it as a "a
trip through the Orient on the
ancient silk road."
Molovinsky is not the only
one who feels this way.
The Washington Times proclaims, "Stepping into Mie N Yu,
the new restaurant on M Street's
Georgetown strip, is like walking
into an Oriental fairy tale."
Mie N Yu's decor alone -..viii

most unique room is the Bird
Cage, an exclusive room that
seats up to seven people and
includes a multi-course Chefs
Tasting menu paired with -..vine.
The food served at f\.1ie N Yu
is also a refle«tion of its multicultural and eclectic ambiance.
The Washington Post stated,
"The 1nenu is like the decor,
a little Japanese, a lirtle modMed, a little neo-continental,
a little Italian and a touch of
North African."
The extensive menu includes
crab-crusted scallops, shanghai shrimp, fl.let mignon, warm
calama1 i salad, tamarind-glazed
rack or lamb and eYen honey
orange glazed duck breast.
According lo the restaurant,
a dinner for one ranges from $18
to $56. They also offer a lunch
special for $15 per plate.
Georgetown's Mie N Yu Is llke a trip through the Orient, giving
After dinner, one can also
diners several options Including Asia and the Mediterranean.
indulge themselves with desserts
send first timers into shock. The beds and hanging lanterns, and such as Beggar's Purse cheesemultilevel design covers 10,000 the Moroccan Bazaar features cake, chocolate fondue for two,
or a strawberry parfait. Desserts
square feet and is decorated brocade-lined dinning nooks.
with multicultural lavish details.
The Baroque roon1 has an avera~c $5 to $10.
After experiencing Mie N Yu
Every room has its own unique intensity about it, with mirrored
style, enabling the restaurant to tables, rich, red velvet curtains for the first time, one may wonoffer different dinning experi- and large cherry wood chairs. der if it is a bar, a lounge or a
ences within the single building. The Tibetan lounge is adorned restaurant. On its website, Mie
The Turkish Tent gives off a with beaded curtains and a N Yu describes itself as ·•a trendy
dreamJike aura, \\Tith plush day- Chinese Dragon mural. But the restaurant/club with an exotic
international flavor."
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Q&A With Thomas and Winans
BOYS, from L&S 81

TH: And do you write your own
music?
CT: Oh yeah. But I'm not the
type of artist that doesn't sing
other people's music, because if
you're a real professional then
you supposed to be able to transcend your experience, as well as
sOJnebody else's. Just like ...It's
not unlike an actor. I'm sure
a lot of actors write their own
scripts or have aspirations of
being in the director's chair, and
what have ycu, but if you're a
real actor then you're supposed
to be able to tell somebody else's
story. I just like to think of music
like this.

TH: Well that's good. Have
you thought about coming to
Howard University? Have you
been before in the past?

CT: You know definitely, I really
appreciated everything that the
Black college scene has to offer.
Howard has definitely been, one
place that has just really shown
me love every time, me or any of
the Bad Boy family. Anytime we
get a rhance to come down here,
it's always good.

MW: A little bit, [because) you
know you got a lot of people that
say, like 'Okay he's a producer,
why is he trying to do this, or
make that.' But God blessed and
it was good.

TH: So Mario, how was releas-

MW: Un1mm. That's a Puff
question. I really don't know.
I've just been in the studio heavily so I can't really tell you the
state of Bad Boy.

ing your first project?

Mario Winans (MW): IL
was interesting because of the
way it all happened. "I Don't
Wanna Know" just kind of took
off from a mix tape. It was fun,
because being that I'm a producer, looking on the music side of
the things, the executive side of
things, so to do the artist thing
was really different for me.

TH: So did you feel any pressure
to prove yourself as an artist?

TH: So what do you think the
state of Bad Boy is right now?

TH: Ok, we'll leave that a Puff
question. Do you have an) projects coming up?
MW: Yeah actually, I just produced 112's first single for the
·1ew albun1; Faith Evans, I got a
duet with her on her new albmn;
Styles P first single. I did a lot
of stuff for Franky J and some
other things that I'm doing.

Black Comedy Actors Draw Smiles
For Dramatic Performances
COMEDY, from L&S 81

Miles. "People still want to see
us as a source of entertainment
and feel threatened when they
see that we are human and have
serious stories."
Though some TV sitcoms
starring Black actors still portray Black stereotypes, the possibilities for African-Americans
in films are much greater than
ever before. Black comedy has
come a long way from minstrel
shows that degraded Blacks to

the present day sitcoms and
movies starring Blacks portrayed in a way Hollywood has
never before seen.
"If an actor is really trying
to be true to the craft and is
dedicated, it might take longer to break into the business,"
said junior acting major Hari
Williams. "[But] if they choose
to avoid stereotypical roles that
might come easy, but if they have
the talent and skills and keep
going at it they definitely can
break into the business without
compromising themselves."

Not all Black comedy portrayals are negative and not
all Black actors accept roles
in comedies. A small group of
Black actors have obtained tremendous success and prestige
without comedy such as James
Earl Jones, Sidney Poitier,
Denzel Washington and Morgan
Freeman.
Though theirs is the road
less traveled, current trends
suggest the numbers in this category will continue to rise

A Whole New Way to Play
EXERCISE, from L&S 82

games mean well, but the
question that remains to be
answered is how well will they
be received by the public?
"It's a good concept, but
I don't think it will sell," said
James Taylor, a Game Stop,
Inc. sales associate. "The primary gaming constituent-13
to 25 year olds-is not going
to be interested in an exercise
game. Maybe older people will
get into it."
Mears agreed. He too said
that he did not believe the
games would achieve much
success.
"It depends on the target
market," he said. "It won't be
a big success among typical
gamers, but they may be able
to pull a new niche that hasn't
been tapped before. For those
people who are more health
conscious, this will provide a
more interactive, choice based
exercise system."
The success of exergamcs
n1ight be sketchy, but some,
like freshman marketing major
Brandon Smith, still believe
they hold potential.
"Any tedious and burdensome task, when made interesting and pleasurable, will
attract more people to do it,"
he said.
Freshman telecommunications major Paris Jackson
agrees.
"It's a good idea because
many people gain weight sitting and playing videogames,"
she said. "They don't involve
movement with any part of
the body other than fingers.'"
"Exergames could work, but
probably only if they don't

\rlc>n J•1ntn.on· \11nai:lnJt Editor

seem like exercise," Taylor
said.
Howard University physical education assistant professor Carolyn Barker doesn't
believe that exergames will
be as effective as traditional
methods of exercise.
··1f you go to the gym, you
get a total workout-muscle
development, cardiovascular
fitness and caloric burning,"
she said. "\\'ith videogames,
you can't work out all these
areas. but still, it's heller than
nothing. Interaction is also an
important part of physical fit-

ness. Videogames don't allow
you to interact with others like
a soccer or basketball game
would ...
A prevalent factor in the
success of exergames is the
cost. Prices range from $200
to $2,000 for the software/
games and equipment, causing
a financial limitation on who
will be able to use exergames.
"Because this technology
is so expensive, the games are
going to be expensive too,"
Taylor said. "Perhaps a solution is putting soml. coin-operated exergames in arcades..,

Attention! Attention! Attention!!!
Experience the opportunity of a lifetime!!!
"The Domestic Exchange Program"
Applications will be available for the fall 2005 exchange term beginning
Tuesday February 1to Monday February 21, 2005
Applicants must be sophomores with (31 hours) earned. Applicants must be enrolled at Howard
University for one full year prior to applying. Junior applicants are also eligible; however,
the last 30 credits (excluding the School of Communication) must be completed at
Howard University.
Applications are available in Enrollment Management "A" building Suite 105
9am to 3:00 p.m. daily.
Deadline for submitting applications: Tuesday March 1, 2005
Questions????
Email: Wanda M. Jones
wmjones@howard.edu
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Howard Bison Men Lose Sixth in a Row
BY JONATHAN DAVIS
Contributing Writer

The Bison men basketball
team suffered a 71-46 defeat after
their offensive execution was
overwhelmed by the Bethune·
Cookman Wildcats' defensive
pressure Saturday aflernoon.
The Bison, for the second
consecutive game, scored less
than 50 points and shot under
30 percent from the field (14-57
24.6 percent), capping their sixth
consecutive loss.
Monday
night
against
their archrivals, the Hampton
University Pirates, the Bison
managed only 47 points and shot
under 31 percent, according to
W\\•w.meacsports.com.
"\.Ve just couldn't score,"
said Head Coach Frankie Allen.
"People feed off of their offense.
(We) had good looks, shots, had
a good game plan of trying to
go inside, but we got frustrated
because we couldn't make shots. "
Along with their poor shooting, the Bison c01nmitted 22 turnovers, including six in the first
6:14 of the first half. BethuneCookman used that time to jump
out to an 8-o start and never
looked back.
Soph01nore guard Willian1
Gant, who returned to the line
after sitting out the last game
with a broken nose, feels solely responsible for the team not
being able to take care of the
basketball.

Hicks
Leads
Howard
To Win
BY ED HILL
Special to The Hilltop

\-Vashington,
DC Daisha
Hicks scored 14 of her teamhigh 21 points in the second half
to lead Howard to a 66-58 win
over Bethune-Cookman College
in a Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference women's game at
Burr Gymnasium.
Hicks, a senior guard from
Antelope, CA, converted on all
four of her shots in the second
half and hit six free throws in the
last three 1ninutes as the Lady
Bison (10-8 overall, 5-3 in the
MEAC) snapped a three-game
losing streak.
The Wildcats (3-11 overall,
2-6 in the MEAC) rallied from
an 11-point deficit on the scoring of Katie Clark, who led all
scorers with 24 and cut the
Howard deficit lo 57-56 with
2:57 remaining.
Then Hicks scored 6 of her
team's last 9 points to put away
the pesk'Y Wildcats.
"I know what my role is with
this team," explained Hicks. "I
usually run the offense, but
when we need more, I can provide that as well.~
Brittany James contributed
12 points fo the Lady Bison
while Sarah .Johnson added 10
for B·CC.
Hicks nrnde another strong
bid for MEAC Player of the
Year consideration by adding s
rebounds, 7 assists and s steals
in an all-around performance
that has become routine.
''We look to Daisha for leadership," said Howard Coach
Cathy Parson. "She makes good
decisions by getting the ball in
the right people's hands and then
she picks her spots and provides
scoring when we need it."
NEXT UP: B-CC hosts
Delaware State on Monday at
5:30 p.m. while Howard travels to Tallahassee, FL to take
on Florida A&M University on
Monday at 5:30 p.m. in Gaither
Gymnasium.
G \ME NOTES: Howard
forced 31 turnovers and had
10 steals. Senior center Andrea
Jones (6 points, 6 rebounds),
senior guard Simone Agee (7
points 5 rebounds) and sophomore forward Melloni Benson (7
points off the bench.

"When I hear 22 turnovers,
I look at that as my part," said
Gant with 14 points and eight
turnovers. "It's a team thing, but
I take more responsibility for that
because the ball is in my hands
90 percent of the time."
According to Coach Allen,
Bethune as well as the team's last
opponent Hampton, came out
and pressed the Bison.
"A lot of times when you are
getting trapped like that, people
are just forcing you to get the out
of your primary offensive players
hands and a lot of times that's
Gant and Ault."
Their defense was also able
to shut down Bison leading scorer Cliffone Ault, who managed
just four points on 2 for 6 shooting from the floor.
"Anis Taylor did a great job
on him," said Wildcat center
Michael Williams II, who scored
16 points and pulled down 12
rebounds. "The scouting report
says that he likes to go left, so we
were trying to take away his left
hand and make him go right and
he did a great job of that."
"Coming into the game we
knew they were a jump shooting
team," said junior guard Antonio
Webb who scored 14 points on 6
for 12 shooting. "We picked it up
on defense, they was going to be
rattled a little bit. That was our
whole goal.
One big advantage the
Wildcats had over the Bison
was their ability to score down
low. Lead by \Villiams, Bethune-

Cookman was able to dominate
the Bison in the paint to the tune
of 36 to 18. He outscored the
starting frontcourt 16 to 15.
"We tried everything to stop
him," said sophomore forward
J3.son Trotter. ''He had some
good post moves. We were fronting him and trying to avoid hin1
getting the ball in the post. He's
a good player and good players
score."
Williams was really able to
get a lot of his scoring on a lot of
high-low action that the Wildcats
were trying lo run. Seemingly,
eve1y time Williams was fronted
on by a Bison defender, the passer was able to lob the ball over
the defender, allowing Williams
a chance to score.
"We work hard on it in practice every day," Williams said.
"Tha.'s one of the things coach
(Cliff Reed) emphasizes on is the
high-low and working it inside
and out."
With Williams establishing
a presence in the low post that
opened up peritneler for junior
guard Antonio Webb and senior
fonvard Diondre Larmond who
scored 14 points and 10 points
respectively. They con1bined to
shoot 10 for 20 from the field.
On the opposite side, with no
inside game, the perimeter game
was nonexistent as the backcourt
of sophomore guards Will Gant
and Darek Mitchell scored 18
points on 6-28 from the floor and
3 for 12 from three-point range.
"Last year, we had 'Big Mac,'

" Mitchell said in reference to
last year's starting center Mac
Wilkinson. "He was an inside
presence. He could score and
that took the pressure off us. This
year everybody know he gone,
so they're keying on us a lot,"
Mitchell said.
"Before the game started,
coach said that he wanted lo start
inside and work our way out,"
Williams said.
"We knew we was going lo
be able to get what we wanted
on the offensive end because we
were looking on film that they
qidn't want to really defend,"
Webb said.
Trailing 33-16 with 1:20
remammg in the first-half,
Cliffone Ault scored a lay-up and
Gant hit a 3-point field goal that
cut the Wildcat lead to 33-21 at
intermission. That is as close as
the Bison would get.
An 18 to 8 Wildcat scoring
run to the second half eliminated
any comeback hopes for Howard
as they lost their sixth game in
a row.
With their next two games
on the road, at Florida A&M on
Monday, and Delaware State
Thursday, the Bison feel that this
is the time they have to stop their
six-game skid.
"You only got two choices,"
said Coach Allen after the game.
"You can come out tomorrow at
practice and work really hard or
\Ion. C<>kmonl \II Pro
you can come out and feel sorry After suffering their sixth loss, the Bison are planning to
for yourself. The latter is not an improve their shooting percentage and reduce turnovers
option."
against their next opponent Delaware State.

Terrell Owens to Play Despite Injury
BY MONIQUE WOODS
Contributing Writer

hiladelphia Eagles star
Terrell Owens is known
for his controversial inzone dances and off-field comments. Recently he has made
headlines with the big question
"To play or not to play?"
Feb. 6 the Eagles will take
on the New England Patriots
in Super Bowl XXXIX in
J acksonville, Fla. Since undergoing surgery, T.O. insisted that
he would play if his team made
it to the Super Bowl. With a 2710 win over the Atlanta Falcons
for the NFC championship, the
Eagles clinched their spot in
the Super Bowl.
However, Dr. Mark Myerson
said that he would not give the
All-Pro receiver clearance to
play on Feb. 6. According to
espn.com, Myerson is pleased
with the rehabilitation progress of Owens but insists that
he needs the full eight-10 week
recovery period required for
the leg injury.
If no further set backs occur
T.O. plans to rejoin Eagles practices on Wednesday after running and cutting in individual
practices on the Eagles indoor
practice field. The Eagles plan
to use him as a third wide
receiver if the star is available
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Since undergoing surgery, T.O. insisted that he will play if they make It to the Super Bowl.

to play.
"Terrell Owens needs to listen to his dortor and not play
in the Super Bowl. There are
too many risks if he plays and
he will be jeopardizing his long
term career for just one game,"
said freshman radio television
major Krystle Champaign.

Owens insists taking the
risk of playing has a greater
reward than sitting on the sidelines. By not clearing Owens for
the big game, Myerson is clear
of any blame if Owens takes the
risk of playing and re-injures
his ankle. Ayahnna Gordon, a
Philadelphia native and sophomore nursing major believes

T.O. should 1nake the ultimate
decision. "If Owens feels he can
play in the game and shows he
is rapable of playing in practice
then everyone should let him
play."
For three years in a row the
Philadelphia Eagles have made
it the NFC championships and

for the first time advanced to
the Super Bowl. "A footbaJI
players number one goal in his
career is to play in the Super
Bowl. T.O. may never get this
opportunity again and by playing he can say 'I played in the
Super Bowl, said Jason Victor,
a freshman English major. "
Even if the Eagles win, what
is a ring without playing in the
game?"
Junior biology major
Deadra Waters believe Owens
should continue rehabilitating
his ankle. "I think if the Eagles
could advance in the playoffs
without Terrell playing then he
won't be a major factor in the
game against the Patriots."
Owens was hurt on the second play of the third quarter in
the Eagles win over the Dallas
Cowboys when he was dragged
down from behind by Roy
Williams. During the 20-yard
reception, Owens leg was bent
backwards. Three days after
being injured Owens under
went surgery from Myerson who
inserted two screws in OwPns
right ankle and a plate on the
outside of the ankle. Although
Owens plans to be in uniform
for the big game, the ultimate
decision on T.O.'s status will
be left up to Eagles doctors and
training staff.

Super Bowl Predictions Have Students in Frenzy
the Patriots arc on their way
to becoming, if not already, a
With Super Bowl XXXIX dynasty. "I think we already are
swiftly approaching,
many [a] dynasty. We already have
Howard students have their three out of the past four Super
own predictions of who will be Bowl titles. I think that if we win
this year's Super Bowl Champs. this Super Bowl then it would
Will it be the defending New just solidify that fact," Murray
England Patriots or the deter- said.
On the other hand, sophomined Philadelphia Eagles?
Sophomore acting major more mathematics major and
Brian Washington said, 'Tm avid Eagles fan, Ashley Caraway
rooting for the Eagles. It's begs lo differ. "The Patriots have
not only because I'm from already won it so many ti.nes,
Pennsylvania, but it's because let someone else win. I think it's
the Eagles have been waiting going to be a close game and I
four years for this. After losing give my respect to the Patriots
three years in a row in the NFC because they are a good team,
Championship, it's about time. but I have a lot of faith in the
Eagles," she said.
They deserve this."
Noel stated, "The Patriots
Sophomore legal communications major Stevenson Noel have worked so hard this year
said, "I want the Patriots to win and I believe they deserve it.
so that they can create a dynas- But I think that now with Terrell
ty. I mean we've won three out Owens choosing to play in the
Super Bowl, it will be a real close
of the past four years."
Along with Noel, fresh- game."
Eagles head trainer, Rick
man business marketing major,
J ames Murray also believes that Burkl1older, said that Owens
BY COURTNEY EILAND

Asst. Sports Editor

~~".npn.com

With five days to go until Super Bowl XXXIX, many Howard
students are anxiously anticipating the big clash between the
Eagles and Patriots.

plans to continue his strenuous rehabilitation on his ankle
in order to make an attempt to
help bring a major championship to the city of Philadelphia.
The city hasn't had a championship since the 76ers won the
NBA title in 1983.
However, stepping up for the
Eagles in Owens absence is running back Brian Westbrook who
was sidelined last season ""'ith
a triceps injury. "The Patriots
can't stop Westbrook. Ile does it
all, he can run, catch and we all
know that Donovan is just the
man," Washington said.
Murray said, "I do believe
that Westbrook is a threat, I
won't deny it, but I have a lot of
confidence in our defense."
Running
back
Brian
Westbrook has indeed played an
integral part in the Eagles postseason success. In the divisional
playoffs against the Vikings,
Westbrook had a total of 117
See SUPER BOWL, Sportss 85
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Two Top College Teams Eye Number One Position
BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
Hilltop Staff Writer

()rlin \\agntr/ \)\O(lated PrtsJ

With nearly perfect seasons both Kansas and Boston College
are two basketball powerhouses that cannot be overlooked.

In a time when highly ranked
tea1ns arc fighting to retain their
perfect status in conference play,
no team is exempt from upsets.
Few teams remain undefeated,
but among them stand the barely defeated Boston College team
and the nearly perfect Kansas
University basketball team.
Although the number eight
ranked Eagles were challenged
greatly at Providence, they
showed their stamina and stellar
execution dutjng their bout versus a sloppy Georgetown team.
The Boston College basketball
team has improved to an 180 overall record, remaining the
only other unbeaten team, apart
from th1: number one ranked
Illinois team, in any play this
2004-2005 season.
During Saturday's game, the

Eagles didn't need much help standings. According to ESPN.
in winning the game against com and the Associated Press,
Georgetown. The Hoya offense the Orange will nlost defin"tely
made 12 turnovers in the first fall in both national and confer16 minutes of the game, and was ence rankings, due to their 76held to only 10 points during 69 loss to Big East conferenccthe first half. On the other side mate number 18 Pittsburgh on
of the ball, the Eagles' points- Saturday.
leader Craig Smith had another
The Pittsburgh team that
consistent game with 20 points the Eagles will face on Feb. 28
and eight assists.
is showing their own dominance
The major match-ups that by routing two Top 25 teams in
might test their unbeaten status back-to-back weekends.
are two key games that are only
Anotherhighlyseededgroup,
weeks away. The first is against the seventh-ranked Kansas
the forth-ranked Syracuse team Jayhawks team, is coming out
that, though not undefeated, of a brief slump, in which they
plays with vigor and skill.
were beaten quite soundly b~ an
The only beneficial part of unranked Villanova squad.
this 1natch-up is that the Eagles
On Saturday night, the
will have the advantages of both Kansas offense had a field day
home-court and mentality over against the number 13 Texas
the faltering Syracuse team.
Lonphorns. Leading scorer,
Although the Syracuse team Wayne Simien added 27 points
has been playing well, they can to his team's tally as they showed
expect a drop this week in their some finesse in a 90-65 battery

of the Longhorns. This Kansas
team will hope to retain their
top ranking in the Big 12 conference.
The Jayhawks should have
a comfortable remainder of the
season, with the exception of
back-to-back games against two
excellent teams from Oklahoma.
These two important games in
February will set the tone for the
March season, as the} are the
definitive games in their conference. As long as the .Jayhawks
maintain their "pound 'em"
style of playing, the teams on
the r, maindcr of their srhedule
should not be able to beat them.
\Vith only weeks until ilie
.. Big Dance··, all eyes should be
focused on these two exemplary
basketball programs to see if
thev have what it takes to remain
perfect in their conferences and
against all other forms of opposition.

NCAA College Basketball Round Up
BY ALFONS PRINCE

on the road for stiff competition. This
is where this past Tuesday's game with
Wisconsin came into play. Wisconsin
The pressure for college baskethad a 38 home game winning streak at
ball is mounting, with .l".larch Madness
the Kohl Center that was on the line.
right around the corner. The competiThe game started off with Illinois
tion is intense with conference play
heating up every night and last week, taking a 9-3 run that gave Illinois an
11-6 lead with u:48 left in the half.
the top two teams in the nation faced
Wisconsin rallied to tie the game at
off with their conference rivals.
26 behind the strong play of Sharif
Last Tuesday, the number one
Chambliss, a guard, who had 11 points
team in the nation, the Illinois Fighting
in the first half to help Wisconsin keep
Illini, took their show on the road to
close. The game went back and forth
face Wisconsin who has a 38 home
as the first half ended with Illinois
game winning streak. At the start ot
the season, the ESPN preseason poll leading 35-33.
The second half started off great
ranked Illinois nun1ber nine, which
for Wisconsin as they went on an 11-7
was a far cry from the lofty ranking
run that allowed them to tie ilie game
they've achieved now.
The style of the Fighting Illini is a at 44 with 17 minutes left in ilie game.
fast paced offens~ based on turnovers A three by Tucker gave Wisconsin its
iliat their defense forces. A trio of first lead, 47-44, since the early part
guards leads their offense: Dee Brown, of ilie game, and a block by Ray Nixon
helped continue a 10-0 run that left
Deron Williams and Luther Head. Last
year Deron Williams led the team with the score at 51-44.
At this point the Kohl Center was
14 points per game average. followed
read\' to explode. But the momentum
by Dec Brown "iili 13.3 points per
changed again when Illinois began a
game and Luther Head with 11 points
13-2 run that gave them the lead, 61-58
per game.
This year, the senior has stepped wiili 7:34 left in the game. Wisconsin
up and now leads the Illini with 16.9 kept themselves in it with a quick run
points per game average, followed by that put them back into the lead, 64-61
with six minutes left in the game.
Brown wiili 13 points per game, and
It was at this moment where
then \Villiams with 12.9 points per
Illinois begin to show their will as
game.
the number team in America. For the
The Illini had a great start winning
rest of the game the Illini outscored
their first three games by a combined
score of 82 points against Delaware the Badgers of \Visconsin 24-1 to end
the game and silence the Kohl Center
State, Florida A&M and Oakland
respectively. Their next two games arc crowd, who wanted their first win
what propelled them into the national against a top-ranked opponent since
spotlight. The first game was a game 1962.
Wisconsin couldn't sustain the
against perennial mid-major powerintensity and made several turnovers
house Gonzaga.
This game was played on once Illinois turned up the defensive
November 27, 2004. Coming into heat. Wisconsin went the final 4:24
without a basket. This was a statethe gan1e Gonzaga was ranked 25 in
ment game for Illinois. Coming off of
the country, and Illinois was ranked
fourth. The Illini won the game , Cl} a lackluster win at home against Iowa,
convincingly 89-72 behmd a 58 point 73-68 win on Jan. 20, the Illini needed
first half in which Illinois started the to regain some confidence. As stated
on Sports Illustrated.com
game on an 18-4 run.
.. After this win, the Illini are
The next game was truly a test
for Illinois when number one ranked number one - with a renewed swagWake Forest came to town. With their ger. They are number one, owners of
own trio of guards, Wake Forest was enough magic to overcome the spell of
supposed to provide a real test for what had become college basketball's
most daunting road trip, and clear
Brown, Head and Williams. However
once again, the Illini caine up big al arguably the largest hurdle on the
home winning by a final margin of path to an undefeated season."
The number two team in the
91-73.
During that game, the Illini once nation, the Duke Blue Devils also
again raced to a fast start in the first played a very important, tough conference game last week. Even tl1ough
halfleading by a score of 54-33 at halftime. The Illini cruised through the it was at home, the opponent, the
rest of their schedule winning a team Maryland Terrapins, has given Duke a
record of 19 games in a row. However, lot of trouble the past few years, thus
the Illini still hadn't taken their show creating a new rivalry in the ACC.
Contributing Writer

Duke began the season ranked number 14 by the ESPN preseason poll.
The major concerns noted in the
ESPN poll were "the leadership vacuum". Duke lost their starting point
guard (Chris Duhon) to graduation
and anoilier important scorer (Luol
Deng) to the NBA, so someone had to
step up and become a leader for this
team.
Duke is a bit more balanced than
Illinois, because Duke has an inside
presence with Shelden Williams
returning with his 12.6 points per game
average from last year. Outside Duke
is Jed by J.J. Reddick, who returns with
his 15.9 points per game including his
40 percent accuracy from three-point
range.
Also helping out with the scoring
is Daniel Ewing, who brings another
outside threat with 41 percent accuracy from three-point range. This year
that trio is averaging 15.8, 21.6 and
16.1 points per game respectively.
Before the game with l\1an·land
.
'
Duke was a lofty 15-0, with 11 of the
15 games being won by double digits.
Duke did face quality competition in
their first 15 games beating number
13 Michigan State, and number 15
Oklalloma at home and then going on
the road to beat ACC upstart Miami in
Miami and defeating Florida State in
Florida State where Florida State has
knocked off several top teams.
The game started off slowh, as
Rn' , ~
\ :;01'11 l'n- ~
:Maryland took a 15-7 lead with 11:55
left in the first half. Duke continued With March Madness drawing near Illinois as well as a few other teams
are fighting to s tay atop in the rankings.
to chip away at the lead until they
finally grabbed the lead at 26-24 with against the Tar Heels still to come.
see them as a Final Four team and a
4:41 left in the first half. At this point
Students who watch college bas- National Championship contender."
Reddick lead Duke with 13 points while ketball understand the importance of
Ezekiel Prince, a health n1anageNik Caner-Medley lead l\1aryland with this past week and what it meant to
nine points. Duke continued to lead at the landscape of college basketball. n1ent major from Washington DC had
this to say about the .l".1aryland-Duke
halftime 34-30.
The nmnber one team will keep their gamr·, .. The outcome of the game
Al the beginning of the second spot tor at least one more week while
half, Duke began to try and stretch SC\ eraI suitors begin applying for didn't r<.:ally s11rprise me. This g.tme
the lead out. With 17=24 left in the the number two position that will be has r;one back .md forth the I 1st c.ouple of years. The ACC is the toughest
game and Maryland trailing 42-34, vacated because of the Duke's lost.
conference in the nation so Duke was
Nik Caner-Medley, Maryland's leadThere are a variety of opinions
ing scorer, began to take over the about each of these two teams float- e\'entually going to take a loss. I'm just
game. Already with 16 points Cancr- ing around campus. These opinions glad that Maryland was able to be the
Medlcy began to score every big bas- range from fact-based, to favoritism. one to give it to then1."
\Vith less than SC\'Cn weeks to
ket that the Terps needed to stay in the For example, .Jacquelyn Copeland, a
game. His three-point basket pulled senior computer science major from go until l\1arch l\1adness, the college
Maryland within 58-57, and his lay-up Cincinnati, says that "She hopes basketball season has taken a turn
with 3:48 left helped push the lead to Illinois loses because they beat the for the better. There is no clear-cut
favorite this ye,tr to win it, as evident
64-60 Maryland.
Unh'ersit} of Cincinnati."
by the four different teams picked to
Two inside baskets from Duke
Jon Hall-Bryant, a legal con1mutied the game at 64 with 1:40 left nications major from Chicago Illinois win the title on ESPN's Noven1ber 10,
but Maryland made their free throws offered a more critical analysis, say- 2004 poll of E.xperts. Therefore we
can look for the drama to continue
down the stretch and came away with
ing, "Illinois has a solid team. They get
to unfold right up until the April 4
the upset on Duke's home floor. The
good guard play, but the need to work
Championship game in St Louis.
loss brings Duke back into a tie with
more on their inside game. They have
North Carolina for first place in the
a lot of people from Chicago so they
ACC with two very important games
have a lot of basketball experience. I

Students Await Super Bowl,
Less Than Five Days Away
SUPER BOWL, from Sports 84

yards along with one touchdown reception. In the NFC
Championship game against
the Falcons, Westbrook added
96 rushing yards and had five
catches totaling 39 yards.
"So many people were hating on the Eagles and saying
that they wouldn't have made
it this far without T.O. People
were saying that they weren't

gonna beat the Falcons and they
weren't gonna beat the Vikings,
but are those teams in the Super
Bowl? No!" exclaimed Caraway.
Murray however, expresses
some S)mpathy for the Eagles.
"With me being from Boston, I
can kind of understand where
the Eagles are coming from. I
can kind of compare them to the
Red Sox, always coming close
and then losing," said Murray.
''But I am all Patriots though,

because I know that we're going
to win; besides the Eagles have
no Super Bowl experience.
There is no doubt in my mind
that the Patriots are the best
team in ilie NFL and will win
the Super Bowl."
Coverage for Super Bowl
XXXIX begins Sunday, Feb. 6
at 6:30 p.m. on FOX. Simply
stated by Noel, "When it all
comes down to it, let the best
team win."

0

Attention! Attention! Attention!!!
Experience the opportunity of a lifetime!!!
"The Domestic Exchange Program"
Applications will be available for the fall 2005 exchange term beginning
Tuesday February 1 to Monday February 21, 2005
Applic~nts .must

be sophomores with (31 hours) earned. Applicants must be enrolled at Howard
University for one f~ll year pr~or to applying. Junior applicants are also eligible; however,
the last 30 credits (excluding the School of Communication) must be completed at
Howard University.
Applications are available in Enrollment Management "A" building Suite 105
9am to 3:00 p.m. daily.
Deadline for submitting applications: Tuesday March 1, 2005
Questions????
Email: Wanda M. Jones
wmjones@howard.edu

--
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Sudanese government aircraft bombed the village of
Rahad Kabolong on January
26, reportedly killing about 100
civilians, among them many
women and children, according to African Union monitors.
The UN Secretary-General, Kofi
Annan, said in a press statement
released on 28 January that he
was "deeply disturbed" by the
attack. He described it as "the
latest in a series of grave ceasefire violations that have resulted in a large number of civilian
casualties, the displacen1ent of
thousands of people and severe
access restrictions for relief
workers".

Obasanjo Seeks Assistance
for Africa
President
Olusegun
Obasanjo and South Africa
President Thabo Mbeki joined
UK Prime Minister Tony Blair,
former U.S. President Bill
Clinton and other world leaders
in Davos, Switzerland yesterday
to call for emergency assistance
for Africa.
In a discussion, Obasanjo
said, "Unless we have peace
and security we don't have the
ability to do anything else." He
also added that Africa needs a
mass of funds in order to make
a significant difference for their
people. The President also spoke
on the fact that improvements
have been made, specifically in
Nigeria.
Clinton criticized the lack of
support for Africa by President
Bush. He said that, a fraction
of the $80 billion a year spent
on the war in Iraq would go a
long way to alleviating Africa's
problems.
Prime Minister Blair has
made Africa a focus for the year.
He said that, "the continent's
plight was a scar on the conscience of the world." Blair also
brought a financial boost by
donating $550 million towards
malaria in Africa.

Attorneys Are Working
Toward Fair Elections in
Zimbabwe
The
South
African
Development
Community
(SADC) delegation of attorneys
is expected today to access the
visibility and compliance by
Zimbabwe to facilitate fair elections in April. This visit occurred
in reaction to complaints from
the current government administrations opponents, Movement
for Democratic Change (MDC).
MDC has accused President
Mugabe and his ruling ZANU PF
of violating most of the guidelines of the Mauritius Protocol
signed by member states last
August.
The Mauritius Protocol,
demands that all registered political parties should be allowed to
campaign freely; have unlimited
access to public nledia; freedom
of association and that all citizens should be allowed to vote.
"There is still going to be consultation. There is s01ne question
mark about whether the new
electoral commission is independent because the President
(Robert Mugabe) chooses the
chairman," the South African
deputy minister of foreign affairs
was quoted as saying.
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Eighty Percent of
Americans Back
Voting Rights for
District
BY KEVIN HARRIS

Aircraft Bombing kills too

THE HILLTOP

A national survey released
last week said 82 percent of
Americans support congressional voting rights for the District.
The survey, which polled over
one thousand Americans, was
conducted by a non-partisan
research firm and has a margin of error of three percentage
points. D.C. Vote, an advocacy
group working to make congressional voting rights for the
District a reality, released the
survey. Ilir Zherka, executive
director for D.C. Vote, said the
polling results were ironic.
"The irony is that the District
cannot fix this problem ourselves," Zherka said. "We need
folks out of the District tu support change for it to occur here."
Zherka said most Americans
were unaware the District does
not have congressional voting rights. Polling results back
Zherka's claim showing that 78
percent of Americans, nearly
the same amount who support
voting rights for the District--did not know D.C. residents
do not have voting rights in
Congress. "That is a crime in
and of itself, that people don't
know about this,~ Zherka said.
"Schools don't talk about this.
they don't teach children about
what is going on here...
Zherka said once respon-

dents to the poll were told of the
situation, support overwhelmingly rose for Congress giving
the District voting rights. With
this in mind, Zherka said the key
to getting voting rights for the
District lies in educating more
people. about the problem and
its affects on the District's residents. He said lack of education
is the biggest obstacle organizations like his face. "There is this
enormous lack of infonnation
out there. We know that the
more people who know about
this the more people who are for
it," Zherka said. "But we don't
have the money to run a $100
million campaign to educate
people...our resources are limited so t!1is remains a problem."
D.C. Vote has raised
$700,000 for a national media
ca1npaign aimed at securing
rnore support for voting rights
in the District.
Though they <"gree congressional voting rights are needed
for the District, many are not
optimistic this poll will help.
"Sad as it is .. .I have seen no
indication of anything re1notely
happening that would ignite the
type of movement necessary
for real change to occur," said
Daryl Harris, associate political science professor at Howard
University. "'The only way this
poll can effect things is if it
ignites a movement to pressure
those in power...! don't see a

""' w.d«ouncil.~v

District Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton s upports Congressional voting rights act for the
District of Columbia.
•
move1nent like that occurring Eleanor Holmes Norton·s (D- fall because of a prohibition on
any time soon."
D.C.) office to have the District a commuter tax that Maryland
Zherka admits more work granted voting rights.
The and Virginia legislators had put
has to be done before there is Hilltop attempted to contact in," Zherka said.
change, but says this poll is only Norton for this article but was
Currently the District has
the beginning...This poll is just unsuccessful, however No1ton no congressional voting rights
one of several tools we are using has expressed support through despite residents paying local
to get the information out there," comments made in other publi- and federal taxes, as well as pru:Zherka said. "Victory will come cations and broadcast.
ticipating in military operations
in phases ...we're going to work
Zherka said voting rights like those being conducted in
in a bipartisan interest in fix- will make Norton more effec- Iraq. In 1978, Congress passed a
ing this problem ... republicans tive in representing the District. constitutional a1nendment givare starting to ta1k about this residents are always get- ing the District two votes in the
too." Polling data shows that ting overturned by Congress," Senate and one in the House
77 percent of respondents who Zherka said.
He said giving but the amendment failed to get
identified themselYes as repub- Norton more power will help to
atification and expired seven
licans support voting rights for curve son1e of the bad deals the years later.
the District.
Federal government often gives
Zherka said D.C. Vote will lhe District. "Right now the
work with Congresswoman District faces a $1 billion short

Home Ownership Encouraged Referendum in
Burundi
Scheduled
Among Black Students
BY ADAM VICKS
Contributing Writer

IRA's and principal mortgage quotes are not everyday
terms 1nost people hear, especia!Jy for college students. But
the Congressional Black Caucus
Foundation is working to change
that through a wealth-building
initiative among young educated
African-Americans. The Howard
University Student Association
and over 100 students filled the
School of Business auditorimn
for a CBCF-sponsored workshop Tuesday. Now in its third
year, the program is hoping to
ignite a new economic uprising
among Black college students
across the country. It's an enterprise that has the full support of
Dr. Franklin D Chambers, Vice
Provost for Students Affairs,
who stated, "Homeownership is
one of the greatest assets that
you can have as a citizen to
build weallh."
Moderating the workshop
was Vanessa Warrick of State
Farm Insurance, who serves
as President of the Young

Professionals Auxilial} of the
Greater Washington Urban
League. She was joined by a
panel of representatives fro1n
insurance companies, investment firms and real estate
agencies-all there to answer
students' questions and offer
advice on everything from how
to check credit scores to applying for hon1e loans.
Students were surprised
to discover that college graduates earn $1 million rnore than
high schools graduates over the
course of their work life, according to Warrick. Yet in spite of
the opportunities available to
advance, there still remains a
financial illiteracy-a problen1
she has termed the new slavery.
"This is how society views us,"
Warrick stated, "that if we had
reparations fr01n slavery, we as
Blacks, would waste our money
on cars, jewelry and liquor.'' The
blunt statement came as a wake
up call for Blacks to 1nake better
financial decisions in order lo
have an influence on the economic playing field.
Several
students
like

Catherine Jones, a senior legal
communications major, walked
away from the workshop with a
new outlook on the importance
of obtaining econon1ic stability in the African-American
community. "Blacks don't own
enough things," she said. ''We
need more buying power and
more spending power, because
if we have more of this we'll
have more political control."
It was clear by the response
of many students in attendance at the workshop that
some steps have already been
taken to obtain economic stability and financial success. Jeff
Henry, a senior finance major,
was recently pre-approved on
a home loan in the New York
area. "I contacted Merrill Ly11ch
and pretty much went through a
credit process over the phone,''
said Henry, who was instantly
approved. Now the Riverside,
Calif., native is set to enter into
homeownership when he starts
working for Merrill Lynch this
July. And other students 3re
making financial ventures of
their own as well.

\\ \\ ",(.·hC,lh(',Ul'J:

The Congressional Black Caucus Foundation hosted a forum to encourage wealth building
in the School of Business last Tuesday.

for Feb. 28
BY AMINA COOPER
Contn'buting Writer

Last Tuesday, Chainnan
Paul Ngarambe of Burundi's
National
Independent
Electoral
Commission
announced that the constitutional referendum would
be held on Feb. 28. This
announce1nent came after
a series of proposed dates
and cancellations. The referendum, originally scheduled for October 2004, was
pushed back to Novernber,
and then rescheduled for
Dec. 22 until it was delayed
indefinitely.
Over three million
Bun1ndi citizens registered
lo take part in this referendum that is critical to
the central African nation's
democracy. After the first
democratically elected president of Burundi was assassinated only 100 days into
his term, the country has
been plagued with ethnic
violence betv.•een the two
leading factions. the Tutsi
and the Hutu.
In 2001, a three-year
power sharing interin1 government that was comprised
of the sitting government
and the largest rebel faction
was instated. They created
a provisional constitution
and were also responsible
for forming a new constitution and holding elections.
Elections were scheduled to run be1'veen
February and tv1arch but
will not comn1encc until
an electoral code can be
agreed upon.
Ngarambe
cites .. legal and financial
problerns" as being responsible for the continuous referendum postpone1nents.
Others point to the controversial debate on whether
the current head of state,
!vlr. Domitien Ndayseye
should be eligible and cite
political n1aneuvering to get

Burundi will hold a constitutional referendum later
this month.
him on the ballot as causing
the delays.
"This isn't the first tin1e
this has happened." Ali
Ba" ugamenshi of Burundi
said. "People in the government don't want to lose their
position." Bavugamenshi,
a former radio, television
filn1 1najor in the school
of communications, said
the prospect of democracy for Burundi looks grim
and cites that most of the
country's violence has historically erupted after such
elections.
In terms of funding,
the Electoral Com1nission
has received voting equipment fro1n South Africa and
$12 n1illion from the U.S.
to aid in building Burundi's
democracy.
However,
Ngarambe says $10 inillion
more is needed.
Additional discrepancies '"'rithin the voter registration lists, such as citizens
being on1itted fro111 the lists
and duplicate registrations
as being the case of approximately 125 citizens, are also
blan1ed for the delays.
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President Bush Meets With Black Leaders
BY SHARI LOGAN
Contributing Writer

Now it is 2005 and Bush is try·
ing to mend his non-existent relationship with the Black community. Last Wednesda) he met with
the Congressional Black Caucus, a
group with 43 members, to discuss
the issues that are plaguing the black
community.
Rep. Melvin Watts (D-NC),
chairman of the caucus, and his colleagues presented Bush with a ninepoint plan that included education,
employment, healili care, criminal
justice, retirement security, and foreign policy.
Bush "has an opportunit) during the State of the Union address to
say whether he endorses our agenda,
and he has another opportunity when
he presents his budget to put some
money behind initiatives to close the
gap in disparities,'' said, Watts in an
interview by BlackAmericaWeb.com
"that exist behveen African-American
and the major community.
\Vilson, a freshman Public
Relations major, said, "during this
term Bush should acknowledge the
fact that the Black community is pivotal to this country and the needs of
this community such as, economic
stability are ignored and unmet.
The day before Bush's meeting
with the 43 Congressional leaders,
he meet with other black leaders
and clergy to discuss amongst many
things social securit)•. Bush was
seeking support for his new privatized social security plan, which will
depend on individual private saving accounts. He claims that such a

plan will greatly benefit the
black community because
blacks usually have shorter
life expectancies.
Democrats do not want
this plan to materialize. One
such den1ocrat, Sen. Edward
Kenned) of Massacl1 usetts,
told CNN.com that the
White House is hyping the
extent of the problem to
promote a GOP principle
of moving government programs into the private sector.
White House
Press
Secretary Scott :McClellan
explained that the new
social security plan will help
African-American males "to
build a nest egg of their own
and ... pass that nest egg on
to their survivors."
However,
Anthony
Hendrickson, a sophomore
and Speech Communications
Major isn't impressed. He
ww...amtt1cao.pani...n.rom
said, "I personally don't like Bush met with black clergy and members of the CBC last week.
his new proposed Social
Security plan because say
for example you put your money into
the stock market, and then it crashes,
your left with nothing. It was a nice
attempt, though, in trying lo reach
out to the Black c01nmunity."
At the meeting, Bush was congratulated for support of Black
churches. Through his faith based
initiative federal dollars are given to
black churches to aid them in creating social programs that help the
members of that community.
Yet, Rivea Ruff, a Junior
Print Journalism major wants the
President to help the Black com1nu-

Rttd·~lall'
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Freedoms
Schools Help
Children
BY CARYN GRANT

nity in more vital ways. "He needs to
put more emphasis on AIDS and how
Black woman are becoming infected
so rapidly.
Students like Andre Townsel, a
Junior Sport Pediology major would
like the President to invest in some
effortless ventures. He feels that
downtown shouldn't be the only
attractive part of DC, the government should fix up the torn down
neighborhoods in places like in SE
and Nv\1. He also wants to see more
money put into the public schools.
That way schools in minority schools
neighborhoods aren't at a continu-

ous disadvantage.
On Tuesday, Bush also
encouraged home and business ownership among Blacks. He even promised to do more trade with Africa.
Brandon Rice, a Senior
International Business and Political
Science major, was please to hear
Bush's sentiments and said, "I think
he needs to continue funding AIDS
research and supporting black businesses, while encouraging more
black ownership. He should also
work on making all minorities more
financially literate.

Af. Americans Lack Interest in 'Hotel Rwanda'
BY GABRIEL VERNON

'kuit

Anlerican history, the African
Contributing Writer
American community has
largely ignored the film,
which begs the question: Are
April 7th 2004 marked the
African Americans interested
10 year anniversary of the 1994
in "African" issues? According
genocide in Rwanda, in which
to Oshun Layne, a sophomore
the whole world watched as n1ore
Anthropology Major, "many
than 800,000 people were muryounger African Americans
dered within 100 days. At the
are not highly interested in
heart of the genocide was the conAfrican issues because they
flict between the Hutu and the
• are influenced by the mateTutsis, which dates back to the
• rialism of the mass media".
colonial era in which the Belgium
• Layne also asserts that the
government gave the Tutsis the
reasoning behind the lagging
right to govern over the Hutu's.
African American crowds
Yet, the genocide began when the
is because "Hotel Rwanda
plane of Rwandan Prime Minister
didn't get enough publicJuvenal Hahyarimana was shot
il} and isn't being played .1t
down. Hutu r·•bels immediateh
major theaters". According to
held the Tutsis responsible, and
the Internet l\fovie Database
within hours the Presidential
during pre-production invesGuard began attacking promitors and studio executives
nent Rwandan opposition lead"'""Jmdb.rom
wanted Denzel \.Vashington
ers and Tutsi civilians. According Though a critically acclaimed film, Hotel Rawanda isn't racking up big box
or Wesley Snipes to play the
to William Ferroggiaro, a Rwandan office dollars.
role of Paul Ruseabagina
historian, US diplomats and intelbecause of their suggested
The critically acclaimed indepen- Ruseabagina ran when European
ligence agents had identified the
bigger drawing capacity at the box
"elite Presidential Guard as perpe- dent film "Hotel Rwanda" opened management fled the country. As office. Nonetheless, Don Cheadle
trators both of the shoot-down of in limited theaters on Dece1nber 22, a result Hutu rebels considered has recenlly been nominated for an
the Rwandan president's plane and 2004. "Hotel Rwand l" is ultimately Ruseabagi1 a a traitor for risking Oscar for his leading role as Paul
of the targeted killings that laid the the story of the 1994 Rwandan gen~ both life and limb to defy Hutu rebel Ruseabagina. \Vith the advent of
basis for the ensuing slaughter of cide. However the crucial element :o orders to murder all Tuts1s. In addi- the Oscar nominati0ns one can only
an estimated 800,000 Rwandans the movie's plot is the true-life storv tion, to the accurate portrayal of the hope that national acclaim will draw
from April through July 1994". of Paul Ruseabagina (played by Do~ conflict in Rwanda, the movie also more African Americans to the indeNonetheless, as fighting intensified Cheadle), a Hutu luxury hotel manag- accurately depicted the international pendent box office.
the international community aban- er who successfully saved i,268 Tutsi communities lackadaisical attitude
doned Rwanda and watched as hun- refugees from being slaughtered by towaid the Rwandan genocide.
dreds of thousand Rwandan citizens rampaging Hutus. Ruseabagina
housed and provided the Tutsi refuAlthough the Rwandan genowere massacred.
gees sanctuary in the hotel, which cide is both apart of African and

Hilltop Staff Writer

•
"I Can and Must l\.1nke a Difference"
was the reiterated theme as directors from
the Children's Defense Fund (CDF) met with
the Howard University National Association
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and
other interested students about the Freedom
Srhools program last Tuesday.
'"Our mission, at the Children's Defense
Fund, is to leave no child behind.:' said Nicholas
Bassey, deput) director, and Ella Baker, coordinator of the Freedom Schools. Not to be
confused with President Bush's 'No Child Left
Behind' Act, the Freedom Schools' program is
focused on achieving its mission through partnerships between the CDF's Black Community
Crusade for Children (BCCC') ..md lo~! community organizations, churches, colleges and
universities, and public and private schools.
These groups work together to provide literacy-rich five to eight week summer programs
in communities where those opportunities are
limited or nonexistent.
"We stress that no matter our circumstances in life, we are nev<>r bound by those circumstances," said Dr. Jeanne l\liddleton-Hairston,
national director of the CDF Freedom Schools
program.
The Freedo1n Schools serve children ages
fi\"e to 18 and intet,ratt' reading. conflict resolution and social action in an arthitv-based curricuium that promotes social. cult~ral and historical awareness. One of the main objectives of
the program is leadership development. They
strive to identify, train and nurture the next
generation of servant-le'ldcrs. College-aged
young adults calkd Servant Leader Interns,
who are comn1itted to making life better for
children, primarily staff the Frecdon1 Schools.
"8\ using cc Hege students in th program,
we an' able to excite children about learning and achieven1ent through putting then\ in
touch with young role 1nodds that are more
within reach than those on TV," Bassey said.
'"Just as in the Civil Rights l\lovement," Dr.
Hairston said, '"young people should be in the
forefront."
Men1bers of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) organized the
first Freedom Schools during the l\lississippi
Freedom Summ 'r Projel't of,1964. l\lany of the
first progr.1ms ' ere held in churches because
n1any venues would not accept gatherings of
mLxed race at that tinlC.
In 1993, the CDF's Black C01nmunity
Cn1sade for Children, under the direction
of Marian Wright Edelman, resurrected the
Freedom Schools program. Since then, the
Freedom Schools program has trained more
than 6,ooo high school and college-aged
youths as Servant Leaders and served more
than 16,000 children in location, across the
country.
Howard Unh-crsity students llave been
involved with the Freedom Schools program
individually, but through the NAACP Howard
Chapter, Howard University will become yet
another breeding ground for Freedom Schools
Servant-Leaders.
"The majority of the interns are AfricanAmerican," said Candace Morgan, education
chair of the NAACP Howard Chapter. "This
being a Black school, we should be the No. 1
place that is in\olvcd."
Those that have been involved in past years
attest to the benefits of the Freedom Schools
program. '"I didn't really care for being in education and involved in schools.·· said Morgan,
who found out about the program while at
home in Champagne, Ill. "After my first year
as ar. intern, I was hooked because of my commitment to the kids and their commitment to
me."
Bruce Holmes, an Ella Baker Trainer who
has been invoh·ed with the Freedom Schools
program for five years, agreed ibout the greatness of the commitment to the program. "It's
not just a summer job," Holmes said, "so if
you 're just looking for a paycheck, this isn't for
you."
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Four Black Actors Receive Top
Acadenty Award Nontinations
ast week's Oscar nomina- nothing to complain about since
Though Black actors have
tions had some of us very this year's nominees were in come a long way, they s till have
surprised and breathing more positive roles. This leads even further to go. Regina King
sighs of relief.
us to believe that Black peopie received no recognition for her
Black actors or films were are final ly receiving the long role in "Ray." When the lessernominated for the award in overdue respect we have been known actors get roles, they are
eight of the 24 categories. trying to achieve for years in either typecast into the same
Nominations for Jain1e Foxx, I Iollywood.
roles or only receive embarrassDon Cheadle, Sophie Okonedo
After years in the industry ing ster eotypical Black roles.
and Morgan Freeman were some and many phenomenal roMs,
Overall, we a re relieved to
of the most rewarding;
see that not only
all received nominaare Black actors
tions in the best lead or
in more favorable
best supporting actor
roles, but they are
We
are
happy
to
see
that
Black
categories.
getting the recogBlack people come
n ition and respect
actors
are
finally
being
recognized
from an obscure past
they have been
and respected.
'vith the Academy
seeking for years.
Awards. In its 77-year
As far as seehistory, only five Black
ing a widespread
actors have wor the
movement of Black
award for best lead or supporting Don Cheadle is finally getting actors in better roles, we may
actor. Most recently, Halle Berry the respect he deserves. \ Ve are have a longer wait. Essen tially,
won the award for best sup- even happier to see that Jaime this year's nominee" have
porting actress for "~fonster's Foxx who has gone from movies opened many doors for strugBall." That same year, Denzel like "Boot} Callft and "Player's gling Black actors who j ust want
\>Vashington also won his second Clubft to receiving nominations to make a living doing what they
Oscar for 'Training Day."
for "Collateral" and "Ray."
do best.
Though we were very proud
We even see the late rapper
We hope that in the near
of the two victories, they were Tupac Shaku r getting nods with future Black actors will be playfor unfavorable roles. We 'Tupac: Resurrection" receiving ing a more dominant role at the
weren't very happy to see Halle a nomination for d ocumentary Academy Awards. Until then,
Berry in a sex scene or Denzel feature. Black actors have indeed we can only h ope that at least
Washington as a crooked cop, come a long way, considering one of the four actors will win
but we were excited nonethe- that Hattie McDaniel, the first the distin guished awa rd.
less.
Black actress to win the award,
However, th is year we have won for playing a mammie.
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Our View:

Bush Thinks Dentocracy Plan
is in Effect and Successful
he people of Iraq finally
In the 2 000 presidential
We can't really agree with
had a voice in the first election, thousands of votes President Bush and his desire to
election since the fall of weren't even counted.
spread dernocracy worldwide.
Saddam Hussein. \!though 25
This year 's presidential elec
Democrac) might be the policy
people lost their lh·es and over tion was no different as many in the l:nited States, however,
70 were wounded in at the polls, voters were turned away at it doesn't always work in other
President Bush called the elec- the polls. Voters in the state of nations . We can't force our
~ions a ··resounding success:·
Ohio filed a lawsuit to ove1turn ideals on other nations, espeJust days earcially in a nation like
lier, Bush spoke of
Iraq where the law is
spreading democracy
based in Islam.
throughout the world
The price of freeBefore
spreading
de1nocracy
and considers the sucdom is a high one
cess of the Iraqi electo other nations, we sh ould work and we all agree that
tions as \1llidation that
the 35 people who
on it here at ho1ne.
his for i ,n policy plan
died at the Iraqi polls
is indeed effective.
definite!) paid it
Arguably, the elecDemocracy
1s
tions were a success
only successful for
when we consider the number Bush's Oh io win citing fraud and those who wa nt to achieve it.
of innocent people who could election problems swayed the President Bush cannot impose
have died as a result of heavier vote in Bush's favor. We ques- his ideas on another nation,
insurgent altacks al the polls. tion Bush's motives since these the election was only a success
However, at The Hilltop, we foe! proble1ns in our own elections for Bush because it means his
t he bigger issue is the irony that are what got him into office.
foreign policy and ideals are
Bush want: to spread dcmocFurthermore, the District spreading elsewhere. However,
rac\ to other nations when we of Columbia is not a state and we have lo question if we want
don't have a true dt>n1ocracy therefore does not have voting Bush's ideals spread worldhere in the United States.
representation in Congress.
wide.
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More ntusicians turn to the
fashion industry to ntake ntoney
op singer Mandy ~loo re
re• ·cntly launched her
Mblem clothing line.
Moore is only one of many
entertainers such as Nelly,
the Olsen Twins and Jennifer
Lopez who has created their
own cloth ing line.
With the exception of P. Diddy's
Sean J ohn clothing
line, most of these
lines have nothing exceptionall}
fashionable about
them. Moore's line
includes iten1s that
many of us agree
we can purchase at
\ Val-Mart, however, these items start
at about $40. Because it carries 50 C<?nt or Jay-Z's name,
it C•>sts almost three times the
price.
Any sensible person would
pass up the brand name and
go for the cheaper priced item
but, since these clothes arc
from well-known artis ts, a lot

P

of us are willing to pay the exira
price for the name:.
The irony 1s that most of
these entertainers do not even
design the clothes, they simply
say what they like and what
they do not like .
The fashion industry nets
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wa11,on to 1nakc sure the} still
have steady income when their
records stop selhng. Lately ,
thanks to the iPod and Internet
piracy, CD sales are at an alltimc low.
For artists, launching a
clothing line is a logical option
if they wan t to
stay in the mainstream and continue to make
111oney between
albun1s or if their
records aren't selling the way they
would like them
to.
Considering
the following that
many of these
entertainers have,
it's not really that bad of an
idea.
The logic is sin1ple and
makes sense. So we can't get
mad at the artist for capitalizing on the opportunity, we just
' vish there was nlore to it than
a white tee or off the shoulder
sweater.

Music a11dfashion work
well to keep the artist rich.

over a billion dollars per year, so
its not s urprising to see everyone wanting to take a piece of
the pie l\lost of these artists
with fashion lines are probably
aware that their careers arc
short.
We assume that they want
to jump on the fashion band-
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Cellphone: Savior or Leash?
ents would not extend my plan,
I was forced to release the phone
to their custody in Texas. In the
semester that I was without, I
stood up friends, missed important calls for stories, and frustrated myself amongst i,ooo
little pieces of paper with vital

CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT

hroughout the course of a
day, the cell phone is our
generation's savior in so
many situations.
Whether il is trying lo call a
business to inquire about information or to call a
homegirl to let her
know you are running a little lale,
the cell phone is
much closer than
a land-line. And
what about those
times there is a
celebrity on campus? Some of my
Quad companions
can
remember
when Allen Iverson
was down by the
bookstore, and the
word spread by cell
phone quicker than wildfire.
numbers written on them. The
Heck, the cell phone is even sad reality I have come to accept
useful on those days that you is that, "I AM LOST WITHOUT
forgot to pay the bill because you A CELL PHONE!!"
need a phone number that you
However, through the frusnever physicaJly wrote down.
trations, and on the eve of once
Although I am not currently again owning that necessary
a cell phone owner, I feel the device, I have realized the cell
pressure of a world where every phone is nothing more than an
day calls for its usage.
electronic leash. Without the
After learning that my par- fancy leash, I have been able to

T
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run amuck and upon inquiry,
excuse myself with, "Now, y'all
know I don't have a cell phone."
Anxiety has flooded my
mind as I try to decide who really
needs the number. The problem
appears to be that the very people who I wan led so very much to
be capable of reaching me at impo1tant
moments are the
exacl same people
who I dread giving
the nmnber. These
people are going to
hound me and hunt
me down.
\<\'hat ever happened to the days
of making sure a
quarter was in your
pocket, just in case?
What about the
days of competing
for the best answering machine, instead of the best
contactor? How about the day of
the pager?
You could claim there was
no payphone around when you
were beeped. The world needs
to sit back and ask themselves,
"Is technology really a GOOD
thing?"

,

''What ever happened
to the days of
making sure a quarter
was in your pocket,
just in case?''

In Friday's paper, you printed that only thousands have died
in Darfur, Sudan as a result of
genocide. This figure is a grossly inaccurate estimation of the
magnitude of human suffering
in Darfur.
Evidence strongly suggests that total mortality in
the Darfur region now exceeds
400,000 people since February
2003. Moreover, Jan Egeland,
UN
Undersecretary
for
Humanitarian Affairs predicted over a month aio that the

My wife and I are alumni
of Howard Univen;ity. It outrages and shocks us to hear
that Howard is suffering the
same lack of organization and
administrative savvy we suffered through as underclassmen
in 1977 thnt 1981. I am ashamed
to say what follows, but it is the
truth.
Our son was a college freshman this past fall. He was a
National Achievement
Scholar and received an
offer of a full scholarship from

'

mortality rate in Darfur will go
from the current rate of 35,000
people per month to 100,000
people per month if insecurity
continues to force humanitarian
aid groups out of the region.
Do not continue to erroneously cite that only thousands of
people have died as a result of the
Sudantse government's terror
campaign. This figure originated
from a September 13, 2004 UN
World Health Organization estimate of mortality in accessible
camps for displaced persons and

Howard, and several other
schools as a result of his hard
work and achievement. We visited several schools: Rochester
Institute of Technology, Georgia
Tech., Howard Univ., Virginia
Tech and the University of
Florida (Gainesville, Fla).
My wife and I had the opportunity to guide him toward or
away from schools based on our
knowledge and observations,
during these visits. What we saw
were schools that embraced,
incorporated and used on-line

only took into account the period of April 2004 through early
September of 2004. It was never
intended to represent the cumulative death toll of the genocide!
Do not continue to perpetuate irresponsible journalism
by grossly underestimating the
death toll and human suffering
of the genocide in Darfur.
Cara Angelotta

Quote @ the Mecca

registration, payment systems,
wired & wireless network access
and instn1ction. Unless we
missed it, Howard seemed light
years behind.
Our son chose the University
of Florida, with our full support.
We need Howard University
and the other Historically Black
Colleges and Universilies as
viable institutions. They are our
future, but without a healthy
infusion of money, talent and
innovation, many of our brightest will look elsewhere.

'

THe Hilltop wants io reaQ what
you have to say. Submi~ a
000 word perspective.~~·

ehilltoponline.com.

''I don't think I know e ;
she on the f acebook?''

•

Advantages of Being a
Howard Student
JOI GILLIAM

I

www.t

).

Lately, I have been feeling
that I have too much time on my
hands. After class, you can only
do so much homework to keep
yourself occupied and during
the weekends, you can only do
so much sleeping. So, I took the
initiative and got a job. It was a
catch-22 because I remembered
my job in high school; the low
pay and long hours.
I went for it anyway thinking I needed to do something
else with my time and inaking
money was a good way to spend
a few hours. I had the feeling
I wouldn't have a job that long
since I knew my schedule would
get busier and no one likes to
hire a no-show who can never
work. I didn't expect to find any
luck since I only planned on
working about 15 hours a week,
or about three days a week.
Through a mutual friend, I
got a job at a music store in
Union Station. To avoid any
confusion or no shows on my
part I let them know I could
only work weekends, and that
was fine with them. Then, the
store manager who used to go

to Howard found out I went to
Howard and the job was pretty
much n1ine. Working only on
the weekends and getting a nice
discount was great, but it only
got better. The job was not hard
at all and no one cared if I was
standing around or browsing the
CDs as long as I came to work
and got along with everybody.
Then my schedule got busier
and I was down to working one
day a week on Saturday and that
was fine with them. There were
times when I was on schedule
and I would have to come in late
or call out and surprisingly, no
one complained. Most jobs I had
in high school would have fired
me after calling in for the second
time with the assumption that I
am not reliable enough. Yet, at
this job I haven't even been written up. There is even a running
joke that if you want hours your
best bet is to give me a call and
ask to take mine.
Last week, I had a conversation with one of my supervisors
while she was making the schedule. "Joi, you're the only that
never complains about getting
enough hours. You're always trying to give them away anyway."

--

It was funny because this was a

true statement and if I worked
anywhere else, I wouldn't even
be around for someone to make
the comment. This isn't the
first time I have had a job with
understanding supervisors who
don't mind me coming in late or
not at all. Coincidentally, these
supervisors were also forn1er
Howard students.
I suspect that 1ny supervisors are so understanding and
lenient because they were once in
niy position. These also happen
to be the best people to work tor
because it is a lot easier to build
a friendly relationship when you
have something else in con11non,
especially son1ething like going
to the same university. I an1
just thankful for understanding
bosses and hopefully, I haven't
spoken too soon because I just
called in to work again, the second time this week. After working for people like this, I never
complained about alumni who
don't give back. By simply giving me a job with a very flexible
schedule, they are giving back in
their own way.

•
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All HILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminar s or
nonprofit arc ch arged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five 'words.
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ARE YOU INTE RESTED

Health
Management
Society
Meeting

IN A CAREER IN

ADVERTISING
OR

MARKETING???

COME FIND OUT
ABOUT THE MANY

TODAY

JOB

5:30pm

OPPURTUNITIES

in Annex I

THAT

ltoom 124

CAMPBELL-

Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
a nnoun i;ing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies \vith a rate
of $10 for first 20 \VOrds
and $2 for every 5 \VOrds
thereafter.

Announcements
Students, Faculty,
Stnf f
Top prices paid for
usod nnd unwanted
Toxtbooka
Tnj Book Service
(202) 722· 0721.

•rextbook sov in9s
Ai.net" 1982

1.800.223.TAJO
(8250)

PROFESSIONS
SOCIETY

HAS TO OFFER.

VVEDNESDA~ FEB.

2

7:00PM
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Rescheduled
General Body Meeting

Howard Center 3rd Floor
Vashon Room

DON 'T FORGET YOUR

Opportunities

RESUME!!!

HOSTED BY THE AMA AND THE AAF

Want to ~ravel the
World?
Wondering How?
Foreign Service
Event
2/11/05
11:30am - ;'4tception
12: 3~ - peel

SIU DENTS

02-02--05
5:30pm-7:00pm

ROOM 200

151 S Street,N\V(near Slowe Hall
8 unit bldg
.
1
'
FANTASTIC RENOVATION
...__ ___;..._.___ _ ___,
Lge. I bedroom, 2nd floor, near
metro, CAC. I 0' ceiling. internet
FACEBOOK PARTY
& cable ready, on-site laundry.
$1250
FEB.18th ...
lie. agent

SM

HEALTH

EWALD

Luxury
Apartment
for Rent

~02-362-2642
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Writers, Cartoonist,
and Editors wanted
for the Georgia
Avenue Defender.
If interested, e1nail
•
georgia_ave_
defender@yahoo.co1n

NCNW
Black History
Progra111
Looki11gjor talent
Singers, Actors,
Dancers, Poets, Etc.
. E111ail NCNW_

Churches

-~A.

I

Non-P~ofits

Senior Citizens
5

IAGNOS 11£5
Qltfl RHO
-UP6RAD
... MAINJ»M E

Howard_

Sectio11@hot1nail.
COIll

lj'you are interested

,.,....................
#1 Beauty Supply
5928 Geor~a Ave N\V
(202) 291-4980
As seen 011 BET and MTV
Located on GA Ave,just North of Missouri Ave, NW
Next to McDonald's, Across the Street fro1n Curtis
Chevrolet
Going North on GeorgiaAve, to\vards Maryland
Over 3,000 selection of \vigs starting at $9.99
J Full line of human hair
Skin care
o Perfume
a Hair products
o Great prices

J

Q

Human hair basic color (l-lB-2-4)
Yaki \Vave: 10"-$7.9912"-$10.99
Deep \vave: 10"-$7.9912"-$10.99
Super bulk: 14"-$9.9916''-$11.99
*Students get a10% discount \Vith student id card
(only on regular price items)
\

